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Justice
Department's
Policy Results
in Legal Limbo
for IRA Member

$15 Million BLS Annex To Rise
In Adjacent
";1'.:-'.

New Building to
House Library
Expansion, Modern
Cafeteria, Lounge

by Katherine Mullen Sidlauskas

. by Bruce Kaufman
n adjoining vacant alley occupied
only by rusting steel drums and
neighborhood rodents is expected
to be the site of a magnificent IO-story,
$IS-million Brooklyn Law School annex ,
according to Dean David Trager.
A fair selling price for the 4,4 I S-squarefoot parcel, located at 234 Joralemon
Street, between the Municipal Building
and Brooklyn Law School, is currently
the subject of negotiations between the
city and BLS, Trager said . The city i also
looking at the prospect of leasing the property to BLS on a long-term contract if an
adequate selling price cannot be worked
out. The lot is only 30 to 40 feet wide at
its greatest point and is considered impractical for most residential uses.
Once built, the annex will house an expansive new library, a modem cafeteria,
additional faculty offices, a spacious auditorium, a meeting hall, and muchneeded classroom space, Trager said. The
in-house clinics, now located at One
Boerum Place, may also move. Construction is expected to begin as early as the
fall of 1989 but could be delayed till the
spring of 1990, pending approval of the
site by the Board of Estimate under the
city's Uniform Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP) .

oseph Patrick Thomas Doherty has
the dubious distinction of being the
longest-held prisoner in the history
, of the Metropolitan Correctional Center .
In a little over a month, he will celebrate
his fifth year of captivity 'in MCC. Ironically , Mr. Doherty ha never been charged
with a crimt! in the United States. His
continued incarceration is a reflection of
the determination of the Justice Department to insure the return of Doherty to
the United Kingdom any way it can.
Mr. Doherty was arrested by the United
States Immigration and Naturalization
Service on June 19, 1983 . Following his
IUTest, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland requested his
extradition to the UK on the basis of his
conviction , in absentia, for the murder of
a British soldier and for offenses allegedly
committed during h is escape from H.M .
Prison , Crumlin Road , Belfast.
In a trial before the Honorable John E .
Sprizzo in the Southern District of New
York, Mr. Doherty acknowledged his
membership in the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA). He testified that
he was acting under orders of the PIR A
when he and three o thers stationed themselves at a home on A ntrim Road and
Municipal Building and old City Hall waited to engage and attack a Bl itish Army
(now Borough Hall) across the street, and convoy. An eight-member Special Air
is designed to mediate with the sleek, Services unit of the British Army stormed
modem lines 'of B rooklyn Law School's the house, and during the exchange of gunfire, a British Army captain was killed.
ma~n building.
During his trial , Mr. Doherty refused
continued on page 9
to recognize the jurisdiction of the court
and offered no defense . After the trialbut before a decision was reached-Mr.
Doherty and seven other members of the
PIRA escaped from Crumlin Road prison .
This escape was also undertaken on orllers
of the PIRA .
Judge Sprizzo found that the offense for
which Mr. Doherty's extradition was requested was a political offense and thus
fell under the political-offense exception
pursuant to Article ( I )(C)( I) of the Treaty
of Extradition between the United States
and the United Kingdom . He ruled that
., the facts of this case constitute "the pol it~ ical-offense exception in its most classic
.!i form." Referring to the centuries-old

j

A

The new building, designed by the
Manhattan architectural firm of Robert
A.M. Stem, is to be constructed along
classical lines with a vaulted roof and mul titloor mezzo-relief columns. It will be in
welcome character with the neighboring

Rent Control Symposium
by Bill Purdy
The historic Federal Hall was the site
of the April 19 Brooklyn Law School
sponsored symposium, entitled "Rent
Control and the Theory of Efficient Regulation ." The ymposium was organized by
the Brooklyn Law Review and was moderated by Professor George W. John<;()n III
of Brooklyn Law School. Richard A. Epstein , the James Parker Hall Professor of
Law from the University of Chicago Law
School , presented the principal address.
Commentaries by Professor Jules L. Coleman of Yale Law School , and Professor
Peter D. Salins of Hunter College followed Professor Epstein's presentation .
The ymposium severely critici zed the
theory , practice, and politics of Rent Control.
Professor Johnson opened the sympo ium with a comment on the environmental regulation of the early seventies
and the possibly overlooked social costs
of such regul ation . Johnson pointed out
the analytical advantage of a law and
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Professors Jules L. Coleman , Richard A. Epstein, George W. Johnson Ill,
Dean David G. Trager, and Professor Peter D. Salins.

economics approach but noted that an
economic analysis doe n't take into account other issues such as fairnes .
John on then reached the topic of the evening with an introduction of three recent
Supreme Court decisions in the area of
land regulation: James Patrick Nolan v .
California Coastal Commission; First
Evangelical Lutheran Church v. County

of Los Angeles; and the Court' recent decision on rent control, Pennell and TriCounty Apartment House Owners Association v. City of San Jose .
Principal speaker Professor Richard A.
Epstein attacked all rent control as a ' taking' in violation of the U.S. Constitution
continued on page 9

contin ued on page 22
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ABA Convention Meets;
Problem: ' Will Lawyer.
Supply Meet Demand
By Stelle Ruberuleill
The American Bar Association
held its annual general meeting to
consider various problems confronting the legal profession, from
August 6-9, in St. Louis. Brooklyn Law School was represented by
Dean Gerard Gilbride and Professor
Donald Sealy. Their primary concern \\'as the section on Legal Education, which met to study current
needs in that field. One of the
urgent questions posed, was whether
legal education was getting its
share of the talented students.
o'ean Gilbride noted that while
O:lr population has increased, the
legal profession has remained relatively static in number over the
past twenty or thirty years. He
further noted that there is an increasing demand for learned lawyers in the smaller cities of our
countrv.
The' problem emanates from the
lack of funds and scholarship assistance available to the smaller law
schools located in these areas. In
contrast, the large national law

schools provide abundant financial
assistance and therefore at~ract law
students from these smaller areas.
The result is a wealth of students
at the national schools and a lack
of students at the smaller, less fi~
nancially secure schools.
By 1970, 73,000 more lawyers
will be needed to meet the evergrowing demand for legal services.
To ad"': to this dilemma top law students who are graduated from these
smaller institutions, inevitable mi,
grate to the larger cities where they
are welcomed into firms. If the
present trend continues, the smaller
cities will be deprived of scholarly,
enlightened lawyers and consequently the national body will lose
its source of legal creativity.
With these factors in mind, the
House o( Delegates adopted resolutions from the committee calling on
the Association to assume leader-·
ship in providing high school and
college students with accurate upto-date information about opportunities for careers in law and to
create a special committee of 9
members to study and report to the
Board on Ways And Means to implement the program.

-".

T-SHIRTS, POLLUTION, AND NUCLEAR POWER
by Joseph Cardieri
associated with the pollution that he perA long haired , bearded man was re- petuates do not outweigh the necessity of
cently seen walking through Washington citizens having a suitable variety of c1othSquare Park wearing, a tee-shirt with the ing choices . Hence, we should not do
words "End Pollution" displayed promi- away with industrialization because we
nately on the front. Naturally, my im- like couches and T .V . more than we dismediate inclination was to confront this .Iike pollution .
.
prophet and demand an explanation, and
Those against nuclea~power argue that
possibly an apology, because pollution is if a meltdown should occur the death toll
generated by tee-shirt manufacturers. Yet,- will be enormous and that therefore let's
being by nature non-confro ntational, I left
the inconsistancy alone and began reflecting upon a closely related concern;
namely , what's all the hoopala about the
pit-falls of nuclear power?
.
The issues here are related by a shared
mental attitude . Our concerned environmentalist above has arrived at his position
without the benefit of sustained thought.
Are the antagonists of nuclear power similarly guilty? I think so. Yet before explanations are demanded, let me be fair to
my misled village friend by outlining
briefly why his position is ludicrous .
To do away with pollution is to do away
with the industrial age. A conclu ory statement self evident enough to stand on it
own . People like cars. People like couches
and chairs. People like television and in- not use it. My re ponse i simply that pol door plumbing . Unfortunately, these likes icy objectives must tum upon probabilities
have concomrnitant risks associated 9ti th rather than possibilities . While opponents
their manufacture and use . Society has ac- of nuclear power speculate that a single
cepted the reasonable risks associated with accident may wipe out 10,000 people , the
industrialization by supporting the con- fact is that the alternative to nuclear
tinued consumption of the products of in- power, coal, will emit pollution that will
dustrialization. The village soothsayer definitely kill over 50,000 people over the
above has accepted , by his tee-shirt pur- next 5 years. This does not even include
cha e , the pollution and accident-related the damage caused to vegetation by the
deaths associated with tee-shirt manufac- greenhouse effect to which coal pollution
I i
ture. He's made a decision that the risks is a major contributor.
2 Justinian - June , 1988
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The modem industrial age was paved
with blood associated with trial and
error--or as one BLS professor eloquently
stated "carcusses on the road to progress' .
Nuclear power, however, has a safety record which is unparallelled with new
technologies. How many people died in
the course of perfecting airplane travel?
How about sea and ocean travel? The
Three-Mile Island accident , for all the at-

remedy.)
Getting back to coal . . . Those who
favor the abolition of nuclear energy
should know a few facts: The long term
release of carbon dioxide from coal burning will increase global temperature with
detrimental effects on vegetation, and effects of dangerous activities do not raise
much concern - think of the media coverage accorded to disasters of a moment ,
such as an airplane crash, compared to the
minimal attention given to 50,000 auto
deaths a year. I know the sight of a mushroom cloud arising from a nuclear reactor
(which by the way cannot possibly happen) makes for sensational journalism .
However, prudent public policy should
not be guided by exaggerated concerns
sprouted from such sensationalism.
I don't expect the Tee-shirt wearer to
understand this argument, though . As a
wise man once said: " A man who is apt
to spit on a subway platform is simi larly
apt to disregard signs prohibiting it." Similarly, those who are inclined to adorn
shirts with 'End Pollution' displayed are
usually not inclined to hear reasonable oppo ing factual arguments.

tention given it, did not result in a single
death and the effect on the public , if any ,
has yet to be discovered . While the level
of scrutiny upon a new technology should
be proportional to the level degree of damage which may be caused by an accident,
it makes no sense to call for the abolition
of nuclear power when its alternative·
would cause greater environmental problems . (I don't consider nuclear waste a
ignificant environmental problem as deep
well injection appears a safe and reliable

.r: .....
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Legal Developments In The
Financial Services Industry
Sixth Annual Financial Services Institute
The New Role of Banks, Thrifts, Securities Firms,
and Insurance Companies
by Robert J. Roth

I

t used to be that bankers could ensure
the success of their institutions and
careers by adhering to the long-followed 3-6-3 Rule . This rule , simply
stated , required that bankers take deposits
at 3 percent, make loans at 6 percent , and
be on the golf course by 3 o' clock.
Those idyllic days have gone the way
of the dinosaur, and banking has moved
from a staid , gray-flannel solidity to one
of the greatest states of flux it has ever
seen . Banks are no longer restricting their
businesses to traditional deposit-taking
and loan-making function s but have now
made considerable forays into areas that
were once considered the exclusive domain of securities firm s and insurance
companies .
The various legal questions ari sing from
the new roles of banks , thrifts, insurance
companies, and securities firms served as
a focus for the recently held Practicing
Law Institute 's Si xth Annual Financial
Services Institut6 Seminar. The event was
co-chaired by Joseph Diamond , of New
York ' s Skadden Arps Slate Meagher &
F1om , and Robert M. Kuracza , of the
Washington, D.C . - based Morrison &
Foster. Topics covered included recent
legislative proposals for repeal of certain
sections of Glass-Steagall , recent regulatory approval of nontraditional bank activities , asset securitization , and international banking .
The distinguished panel of sixteen
speakers ranged from legal counsel for
various regulatory agencies , such as the
Securities and Exchange Commission and
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ,
to representatives of law firms challenging
the varied financial services now offered
by banks and their subsidiaries. They discussed the recent legal challenges to new
banking services, the statues involved,
and the new banking legislation currently
pending in Congress. An overview of the
relevant statutes follows .

Overview
A likely starting point for an examination of all the tumult and talk of Glass ~
Steagall , et. aI. , would be a good lopk at
what these laws are and what their repeal
or change would result in . The activities
of banks are governed primarily by the
Banking Act of 1933. Sections 16, 20 ,
21 , and 32 of this act are known collectively as the Glass-Steagall Act. As traditionally interpreted, these sections generally prohibit banks from engaging in certain securities activities, such as underwriting corporate debt and equity . The
Glass-Steagall Act, undertaken during the
Depression , had as its main objective the
safety and soundness of the banking system .
As to the thrust of the provisions of the
Glass-Steagall Act, Section 16 limits securities - and stock-related activities of
national banks to purchasing and selling
securities on order of and for accounts of
customers. Bank trust department activities have traditionally been permissible
under this section . Section 20 restrains
member banks from affiliating with any
entity that is "engaged principally in the
issue , flotation , underwriting ... of
. stocks, bonds , debentures, notes or other
securities ." The effect of Section 20 is to
extend the prohibitions of Section 16 to
bank subsidiaries and affiliated companies. Section 21 prohibits any company
engaged in the business of taking deposits
from the public from involvement in "issuing , underwriting , selling or distributing
. . . stocks , bonds, debentures , notes , or
other securities." As the emphasis in this
section is on "company," it prevents securities firms from taking deposits and pre-
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vents banks from underwriting securities.
The final section of Glass-Steagall , Section 32, imposes restrictions on interlocking directors between member banks and
companies that are " primarily engaged"
in activities listed in Section 20.
In addition to the Glass-Steagall Act,
the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956
has al so been a source of the controversy
over the abundance of new financial services offered by banks . The Bank Holding
Company Act applies to any company that
has control over a bank. Its intent was to
separate banking from unrelated industries
and to prevent an undue concentration of
banking resources in the United States .
Section 4 of the Act prohibits a bank holding company or its nonbank subsidiary
from engaging in any nonbanking activity
except as otherwise provided in the Act.
Under Section 4(c) (8) of the Act (Sect.
12 U.S.c. 1843(c) (8) and Regulation Y

Legislative
DeveloDments

On March 30, 19~8, the Senate overwhelmingly passed the Financial Modernization Act of 1988 (S . 1886). But the
bi\1 hailed as the " most important new
banking legislation since the National
Bank Act of 1863" faces a potentially long
debate in the House before becoming law.
The bi\1 adopts the concept of "functional regulation ," whereby a company's
different financial services would be regulated separately according to the nature
of the financial activity involved . This
would limit the turf battles between the
Securities and Exchange Commission and
the bank regulators by distinctly parceling
out regulatory jurisdiction . As to specific
provisions, the bill would repeal Sections
20 and 32 of Glass-Steagall , thereby permitting bank holding companies to Own
securities underwriters and to underwrite
the deal in any type of security. Section
2 1 of Glass-Steagall would remain intact ,

,
/

WHAT LIMITS?
(12 C.F.R. 225.25) of the Board of Govemors of the Federal Reserve System
(FRB) , which implements this section , a
bank or its subsidiary may engage in a
nonbanking activity only ifthe FRB determines that the activity is so cI sely related
to banking as to be properly incident
thereto, and the public benefits would outweigh the possible adverse effects.

The Moratorium Ends
In August 1987 , Congress passed the
Competitive Equality Banking Act
(CEBA) , which established a moratorium
until March I, 1988 , on the expansion of
bank incursions into securities, insurance,
and real-estate activities. CEBA's purpose
was, in effect, to give Congress the opportunity to review the overall structure of
the regulation of bank securities activities
and to determine whether and to what extent bank regulators should be allowed to
expand bank powers. By redefining the
definition of bank to include institutions
insured by the FDIC , CEBA effectively
closed the " nonbank bank" loophole.
CEBA mandated , with certain exceptions ,
that no federal banking agency approve
by action or inaction any entity subject to
the moratorium: bank applications to engage in the flotation , underwriting , public
sale, dealing in, or distribution of securities . Unfortunately , the moratorium expired before any comprehensive regulation could be passed. The strongest hope
now lies in passage of the pending Financial Modernization Act of 1988.

"

prohibiting securities companies from taking deposits and preventing banks from
underwriting corporate and other securities . The proj20sed bill would also have
an impact on the way a bank holding company ' s capital is calculated and would remove from FRB examination and capital
requirements those bank holding companies that have an 80-percent interest in
the securities business .
To allay concerns over the so-called
subtle hazards inherent in banking-securities overlap, the bill contains a number
of "firewall " provisions that ensure
adequate separation of bank and securityaffiliate activities . Examples of these firewall provisions include restrictions on
loans from a bank to its security affiliate,
prohibitions on director interlocks, and
sharing of confidential information between' the bank and its security affiliate .
Significantly, the bill would be inapplicable to thrift institutions and would thus
give the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
substantial leeway in developing policies
to facilitate the sale of failing thrifts and
attracting new capital to the thrift industry .

Court Challenges
To Banking Gains
Because legislators have become increasingly lax in responding to the evermore-sophisticated financial services
proposed by the banking industry , regulators and courts have over time become
the ultimate arbiters of permissible bank
activi~~s . .A s~lTlpli~~?f ~.0m.e o~.the m~.st

recent cases attests to this development.
In the past year, two significant cases
have allowed the expansion of securities
ac tivities ' of bank ho lding companies to
include approval of National Westm inster
Bank , PLC , to offer " full-service brokerage" acti vities and the approval of limited
underwriting powers for seven moneycenter bank ho lding companies . These
cases required an interpretation of Section
20 of the Glass-Steagall Act (discussed
above). A third case still pending in New
York has challenged Security Pacific National Bank's authority to pool mortgage
loans and sell pass-through certificates
representing interests in the pool.
In the_National Westminster case , the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System approved, pursuant to Section
4(c)(8) of the Bank Holding Company Act
of 1956, an application by the bank to
provide investment advice and securitiesbrokerage services to institutional customers through a newly formed subsidiary .
The application was approved as being
properly incident to banking within the
meaning of the exception and was not viewed as a public sale of securities for the
purposes of Sections 20 and 32 of the
Glass-Steagall Act. The Securities Industry Association (SIA), a trade group representing
the
securities
industry ,
petitioned for review of the decision ,
which was subsequently upheld by the
United States Court of Appeals (District
of Columbia Circuit). Securities Industry
Association v. Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 82 1 F .2d 810
(D .C. Cir. 1987) , cert . denied. 108 S . Ct.
697 , _ U.S._(1987) .
The second noteworthy decision involved a Board of Governors approval of
proposals by certain banks to engage in
limited underwriting and dealing in certain
types of "bank ineligible" securities . "Ineligible" securities are securities other
than those that banks have been authorized
to underwrite and deal in under Section
16 of Glass-Steagall. As in previous actions where bank powers have been expanded into areas traditionally left to the
securities industry , the SIA petitioned for
review of the board's order. Although the
SIA petition was denied by the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals, the cross-appeal
filed by the applicants and other bank
holding companies was denied in part and
granted in part. Securities Industry Association v. Board of Governors ofthe Federal
Reserve System. No. 87-4041 (2d Cir. ,
Feb . 8, 1988).
After a recent ruling by the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency that the
Glass-Steagall Act does not prohibit the
sale by a bank of mortgage-backed passthrough certificates , the SIA responded by
filing suit in the U.S . District Court
(S .D.N.Y.). The association seeks ajudgment that the Comptroller's decision is
null and void . Securities Industry Association v. Clarke. No . 87-4504 (S.D .N .Y.,
filed June 25, 1987)
Under the comptroller' s analysis , the
Act does not restrict the manner in which
the national banks may sell or transfer interests in their mortgage , or mortgage-related , assets . Under prior Comptroller' s
decisions and the aptly named transparency theory , it does not matter if a transaction appears to be a purchase of securities if it is actually a different position ,
viewing mortgaged-backed certificates as
securities for purposes of Glass-Steagall.
Whether the district court will adhere to
the comptroller's treatment of the certificates remain to be seen .

Conclusion
Although the direction banking entities
will follow in developing creative new financial services is anybody' s guess , one
thing remains certain: Banking, for better
or for worse , has evolved into a highly
sophisticated area of legal specialization .
Regulators and congressmen continue to
investigate the impact of new developments on individual institutions and on the
banking industry as a whole . One can only
hope the industry does not become oblivious to the very abuses that prompted the
legislation it now seeks to avoid under the
guise of progress.
June, 1988 • Justinian 3
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THE WAR POWERS DEBATE
Aldler Tech....ical Ii. Warp
by Ching Wah Chin
ecent events have confirmed the U .S. president 's
ability to commit American forces to combat around
the world . That the president is able to do this should
come as no surprise. The Constitution makes the president
the commander-in-chief of all our armed forces . Members
of the military are sworn to obey the commands of their
legitimate superiors . .Yet military maneuvers often stir
up the uneasiness with which we regard the constitutional
separation of war powers between the executive and legislative branches of our government. Perhaps we can help
settle thi s uneasiness by examining the powers the president possessed in the past and possesses in the present.
A historical approach may shed some light on what practical restraints can be placed on the president. This approach reveals the parallel expansions of military technology and the president's war powers.
When the framers of the Constitution gatl;1ered in 1787
and gave the president the armed forces to command ,
war was a slow business. Compared to our modem war
equipment, cavalry and sailing ships made war a rather
plodding sport. Of course, war was deadly and destructive, but the pace was still comprehensible to the common
farmer with his horse and the common merchant with

R

recent incident in the Persian Gulf involved a field commander who both requested and received a direct command from the president via satellite within the space of
half an hour. This rapid communication showed that the
president was able to risk over $500 billion worth of our
nation's military resources in an instant. This ability,
however, is undeniably necessary in order to control our
global forces and protect our interests. In short, the armed
forces can and must act faster , over greater distances ,
and possibly at an extremely high cost before there can
be any nonexecutive checks on their activities.
But, then what of placing more checks on the president's role as commander? We could, for instance , have
orders decided by committee. We could have a policy
memorized by each soldier at the front regul ating every
reaction . We could even have a civi lian tagging along
with each military unit as a watchdog to make sure the

were eliminated . Soldiers would find it difficult to survive
. if they were forced to wait for a policy change against
an ~qual enemy who had no such handicap . It must be
remembered that in our modem , fast-paced warfare , seeing the target can assure destruction of the target. Policy
making, however, is usually a slow and tedious process
that can at best manage only broad directives. Our soldiers
would die in the field before a typically negotiated policy
were arrived at.
Another unacceptable alternatrve is to have civilian
watchdogs insinuated into our military . An example of
what might occur was seen during the McCarthy era,
when people spent much of their time looking over their
shoulders to see who was watching them. An even clearer
example of this is the political comissar system used by the
Soviet Union in their enforcement of Communist P a rty
discipline on the Red Army. The Soviet system inherently
degrades the soldier's morale because the system is based
on the' belief that soldiers cannot be trusted . Even if
soldiers are to be trusted, however, the question remain s
whether it is better to simply whip obedience into them
or, through the u e of a universal draft, to make the
armed forces more representative of a free society and
hence more closely approximating the civilian ideals embraced by that society.
In short, there are no easy decisions that guarantee
both efficiency in our armed forces and security against
the misuse of those forces . Ideally, whoever commanded
the military would represent our entire population , so we
would have less need to su pect our armed forces at every
instant. Ideally, our troops woutd share the values of

'I
his barge . War was costly , but costs were not prohibitive
and replacements were relatively easy to secure . The
application of a ''' Total War," in which every fiber of a
nation's being was committed to a war, had not yet become commonplace . There was little the eighteenth-century president could order for which there would not be
ample time for reversal.
Today's technology , however, has made war a ravenous beast. During the Waf of Independence , the Continental Congress authorized $2 million to buy supplies
for the army, navy , and marines whose combined force
totalled at its height 250,000 men. Today , a single army
tank costs over $1 million , a single warplane costs over
$10 million , and a single aircraft carrier costs over $3
billion . We have 750,000 troops in our peacetime army
alone. Our active arsenal consists of roughly 8,000 combat
planes, 400 warships and over a million troops , much of
which can be rapidly thrown into combat. Technological
changes in our military equipment and the global stature
ot the U.S. has necessitated a greater investment in our
military resources. And these increased resources are all
at the immediate command of the president.
These increases in the president's available military resources constitute a drastic escalation in the president 's
present war powers from those powers vested in him by
the frilmers . Meanwhile, the constitutional debate over
the war powers remains stalled on the question of the
framers' intent and the desirability of giving excessive
power to the president. These two constitutional questions , however, are rendered virtually irrelevant by the
technological progress of warfare over the past two
hundred years . The framers had no conception of modem
warfare, and their intent has little bearing on the practical
demands of modem military command and control.
Technological change has already granted powers to the
president beyond any the framers envisioned.
A comparison of present-day warfare and that of the
past shows that: today's forces are more widely scattered
and have a greater projection of destructive power; there
is a greater investment in the troops and equipment necessary to wage war; and the president has come clos r
than ever to being able to personally direct a war. A
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unit performs according to policy. Given the changes in
the technology of warfare, however, these " solutions"
would be disasters.
Decision-making committees are inherently incapable of keeping pace with the modem battlefield.
Spanish Civil War Republican forces during the late
1930s, during a time even before jet planes and missiles,
experimented with committee-command structure to their
severe disadvantage . By the time the committee made a

civilians and wouldn't do anything that civilians couldn't
accept. Ideally, in a world at total peace, we wouldn't
be faced with this problem in the first place.
We must, however, consider not only ideals but also
reality . Committing our troops to combat does not occur
in a vacuum . Abstract discussion of how war hould be
will not c hange what war is. International agreements to
ban chemical weapon have not put an end to their u se .
Agreement to avoid war on civilians have not brought
an end to civilian' casualtie . An exploding bomb cannot
be reversed on appeal. Although it would be nice to
unilaterally declare civilized conduct , it cannot serve the
national security to apply one-sided rules that disregard
legitimate purposes .
However, there is no problem when the president
clearly acts with a legitimate purpose. The problem arises
when there are que tions concerning purpose and Congress is asked to legitimize the president's act. Modem
war cannot be controlled by Congress , however, the same
way treaties can be ratified. The implementation of a
treaty is usually a lengthy enough procedure for Congress
to take part in it. By the time Congress can make a
decision in a modem war, however, their decision might

The armed forces can and must act faster, over greater distances,
and possibly at an extremely high cost before there can be any nonexecutive checks on their activities.
>
decision, it was usually too late to enact it. The battlefield
requires a chain of command that allocates responsibilities
and duties in such a manner as to limit any paralyzing
indecision. A committee works directly counter to such
a purpose.
Neither can we simply have our soldiers commit to
memory a particular government policy . If memorization
were the rule , our forces would be incapable of reacting
in unanticipated situations . Military history has demonstrated that the "fog of war" i a genuine phenomenon
that disrupts the application of be t-Iaid plans . A policy
could be stated, but if an unforeseen situation occurred,
a new policy could not be generated before our soldiers

no longer be appropriate, given a modem war's fast pace .
Asking Congress to legitimize a presidential action after
it has already been taken and its results are permanent
is begging for a con titutional crisis without any remedial
effect. External congressional controls on the presidential
war powers are inadequate. Such external controls are at
be t irrelevant to the consequences of the action and at
worst a hindrance to the ability of the military to maintain
our security. It would be more effective to place the
control in the military it elf.
A better way to control the president's use of the military would be to imbue the troops with the same values
we in till in our civilian popUlation. This internal control
in the hearts of soldiers would remain constant even as
technology changed the weapons in their hands. As long
as troops are loyal to principles , those principles are less
likely to be violated merely because technology advances.
Congres should enact more long-range legislation which
fosters a sophisticated military loyal to our society's
ideals, rather than brute-force legislation which imply
hamper presidential authority in foreign policy . An even
better alternative, however, would be to encourage nonmilitary olutions for foreign policy in the first place.
Nonmilitary olutions are admittedly slower in achieving results and therefore less attractive to a short-sighted
population . If we are willing to plan and implement coherent long-range foreign policy, however, we can avoid
resorting to military " quick fixes" who e m~thods
change as fast as military technologies . And in a similar
manner, if we consider the long-term consequences of
technology, we can avoid making " quick fix" policy
choices that strain the foundations of the Constitution.
A prominent science-fiction writer once wrote, "Violence is the last refuge of the incompetent." If this includes violence to the ideals of a functioning d mocratic
society, perhaps he should have added , "Violence is the
first choice of the impatient. "
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BAR EXAM
NEW YORK
FOR THE FIFTH YEAR IN A ROW, THE LIVE PERFORMANCE
OF THE PIEPER BAR REVIEW COURSE IS FULLY SUBSCRIBED
(ALL 1,000 SEATS ARE SOLD OUT) FOR THE SUMMER COURSE.

Seats still avai.lable in the following tape courses:
ALBANY, BOSTON, BUFFALO, CHARLOTTESVILLE., ITHACA,
NEW YORK CITY, NASSAU, NEWARK, PHILADELPHIA, QUEENS,
SUFFOLK, SYRACUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C., WESTCHESTER,
and our newest location, BRIDGEPORT, CT.

PIEPER NEW YORK - MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue
Mineola, New. York 11501
(516) 747-4311 .

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1988/iss2/1
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FACULTY CORNER
Would you do business with the Nazis?

Et tu, ABA?
by Erika and Henry Mark Holzer
If, 50 years ago, an association of Nazi
lawyers had proposed to enter into a "Declaration of Cooperation" with the American Bar Association-mutually pledging
to advance the rule of law and work for
human rights-the revulsion of most
lawyers would have been palpable.
To the "practical" arguments-that
open doors are preferable to closed ones,
that Nazis can be talked out of their "excesses," that to this end a continuing
"dialogue" should exist even as victims of
the Nazi regime suffer and perish in
Buchenwald and Auschwitz-American
lawyers would have protested-Ioudlythat to sit down with thinly disguised
agents of the Third Reich was to sanction
that regime. That to shake the hands of
its "legal" representatives was to bloody
their own. That for lawyers to cooperate
with men who had helped destroy the rule
of law in their own country was obscene.
Yet the American Bar Association , in
a flagrant assault on its own Canons of
Professional Responsibility and their professed commitment to individual rights
and the rule of law , has entered into such
a declaration of cooperation.
Not with the Nazis. With another totalitarian regime whose sMbstantiated record of human rights violations-from
mass murder to an institutionalized system
of slave labor to systematized persecution
of dissenters-surpasses in numbers and
duration , if not in honor mel bloodshed,
even the Nazis.
In May 1986. the ABA agreed to sit
down with thinly dispised agents of the
Soviet secret police. It entered into a "Declaration of Cooperation" with a group
that, in brazen parody of the ABA, chose
the label "Associltion of Soviet Lawyers."
It pledged to advance the rule of law with
puppet lawyers who. in their own country,
take part in rilled trials. uphold censorship, and rqard public protests, teaching
Hebrew. and attempting to exercise one's
right to emi....te. as "crimes" against the
state.
Just recently. at its national convention
in San Fnncisco, the ABA defeated a
proposal to end its cooperation with the
Soviets. The watered-down proposal,
aimed at abrogating only "formal" ABN
Soviet dialogue , was voted down, 156 to
32 (out of a total non-attending ABA
membership of roughly 340,(00).
What did a small but entrenched minority of the ABA achieve by its dubious
victory in San Francisco?
It will continue to discuss human rights
with KGB functionaries even after hearing
firsthand evidence of torture and death in

the gulag from dissident psychiatrist
Anatoly Koryagin, whose credentials include six years in thecamps-fourofthem
spent in solitary isolation and on hunger
strikes~and who traveled from Switzerland to deliver an eloquent message and
an impassioned appeal, which the ABA
chose to ignore.
It will continue its "open dialogue" with
a Soviet group that, as Nicholas Daniloff
(the American journalist arrested in Moscow last year) pointed ou{ to ABA members, is not the ABA's equivalent but was
created by the communist Party's Department of Agitation and Propaganda to promote Soviet foreign policy.
It will go on fraternizing with the legal
arm of a regime that slaughtered 50 million
of its own people, subjugated Ea tern
Europe and much of the Far East, and
today ravages and depopulates Afganistan
while pursuing a government policy of
blowing off the limbs of children with
"toys" that explode.
Most ominous of all. the ABA's irresponsible dabbling in a kind of "legal detente" will cloak a group of pseudo
lawyers in a mantle of legitimacy, even
a the legal system they represent can
boast that it has never. in its 70 year history, permitted the rule of law within its
own Soviet-dominated borders.
Why should all Americans object? Because the ABA, in the eyes of the world,
is this country's most prestigious legal organization-the self-appointed guardian
of our liberties .

et al.:
The Justinian
But the
problem
obviously doesn't _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
begin and end with the American Bar Association or even with lawyers making unholy alliances with the Soviet Union . Unfortunately, too many American businessmen are--and it seems always have been-only too eager to do business with totalitaThe dove and the sparrow had a fight,
rian regimes, often donating good-oldO 'er which right is wrong and which
Yankee ingenuity and technological exleft is right.
pertise at the precise time when regimes
Said dove, "Though much embraced
like the Soviet Union are in dire economic
- and often kissed straits and need bolstering by the West.
By many strange birds, all named with
It's happening right now. Experts at
an'ist,'
analyzing the domestic Soviet scene, such
as Russian dissident Vladimir Bukovsky,
"It seems a slight, which lack of sight,
have been telling us that Gorbachev's vauin spite,
nted glasnost strategy is calculated to buy
That might remains tight, why this ' ist'
time while he digs his regime out of critical
is right.
economic difficulties-with desperately
While I left, bereft, my leaden heart
needed Western help, of course-after
cleft;
which this new spirit of detente will revert
Dialectic deft: 'ist' - as eft - is left."
to the old spirit of confrontation and hostility. And while unprincipled lawyers and
"Ah," said sparrow with sing in his
businessmen need no encouragement from
song,
on high , it must be said that President
"Clear 'ist' to me why right is to
Reagan's lovefest with Gorbachev and his
wrong!"
current revisionism (from "Evil Empire"
He shook his head , with logic so full,
to "Afganistan? He didn ' t know the gun
And took to wing, as the dove cried,
was loaded!" in a few short years) have
"Pull!"
unquestionably encouraged these people
to make their deals with all deliberate
The sparrow glanced back, saw no
speed.
spark of shame,
The question today's entrepreneurs
"So ends our discussion .. ." and he
must ask themselves is: If they wouldn't
burst into flame.
have sold Eichmann the trucks with which
to convey millions of Jews to gas cham-Bill Wempren
bers, why would they sell the Soviet Union
the equipment for an "Alaskan" pipeline
built by slave labor? And if today 's
lawyers wouldn't have sat with the Nazis
on tribunals which sentenced innocent
men to concentration camp , why would
they sanction the KGB's rigged trials
which send innocent men to the Gulag?
The question every American must ask
is: Can one give aid and comfort, of whatever kind , to totalitarian regimes without
losing one's soul?
0

BIRDS OF
A FEATHER

This essay is based on a November 27. 1987 article
in the Washington Times.

Congratulations
Class of '88
M J & K Company,
Inc.
Managing the Official
Bookst ore at B LS
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Question: Do you thinkThethe
school's new
security measures are effective?

Harry Dunsker 2nd year:

Anythi ng
is an improvement over the previous
methods. It 's' nice to see our chool' ecuri ty Personnel Performi ng an identifiable
function.

John Lutfy 2nd year: I th ink it wo uld
be easy eno ugh fo r out iders to get into
the school if they really wa nted to get in .
But it kee ps the average bum out of the
school.

Laurie Greenberg 1st year:

Annalise Lepore 1st year:

Long

overdue .

Austin Jacobson 2nd year:

They

would be if (hey were enfo rced .

I think Scott
it would be effective if everyone got lutely.
checked when coming into the building.

Rusczyk 2nd year:

Michael Furman 2nd year: It wa
an intelligent deci ion by the chool faculty and a quick response to an un fort unate
circumstance.

Karen Mohan 2nd year:

Mitch Brill 2nd year:

Sher Silverman 1st year: No . the re
are too many people going in and out at
the same time . Also, no one gets checked
when they go straight into the library .

You could n ' t

think of a better question ?

Ab

0-

Inquiring Photographer
by Jeff Schagren

Robert J . BeHinson 2nd year: If
the ecurity measures protect a in gle peron , then the benefi t clearly outweigh the
burden impo ed .

I think the

student are still insecure .

Andrew Silverstein 1st year:

No
becau e I' ve seen people without an I. D .
walk through whi le I'm still fi hing around
fo r my card .

Andrew Richards 2nd year: Al- David Bolton 2nd year: I think it ' Joy Webe£ 2nd year: Ye . Bu t I till Donna Farfinski 2nd year: I wo u ld ,
though it not a perfect solution, it keep an effective y tern but unfortunately they ee people walking through that the guard except for the fact that I aw a dru nke n
your average leazebag from the street out till let the Profes ors in.
don ' t top . Some of them I' m ure the man walk in one afternoon when the guard
of the chool.
guard know but other lip right by .
tepped away from hi de k. In the meantime , I get checked every morning , books
in hand , and the guards recognize me .

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1988/iss2/1
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BLS Annex Planned
et al.: The Justinian
continued from page 1
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Work progressing on
new school building
b:r it-Iarr, R obbin.
\York has been progressing on
schedu le on the new Brooklyn La w
School building with the ioundation
already completed. H owe \·er. a s teel
str ike has occu rred iorcing a temporary halt in the comtruction.
\Yithout steel, construction oi the
building cannot con tinue and if the
lI'eather becomes unbearable beiore
the structures is clo,ed. delay will
be incurred. Ii hOll'e\·er. the steel
strike is settled within a reasonable
time. and ii the weatherman cooperates, there still will be a good
chance to ha\'c the law school
ready for occupancy by its target
date oi September 1968.
Ground breaking ceremonies ior
Brook lyn Law School's new multimillion dollar building at Joralcman S treet and Boreum Place took
place on Juno.! 16, 196;. .\monS'
tilt' dignitaries attendin!! wer.: tho.:
lato.: Ju s tice H enry L. Cgill!tta
(Pr~,idl·1lt o i the Board ui Tru,,tee,) , Dl!an Jerol11e Prince, :\ ,i,talit Dean (;" r a ld Gilbride. J ud'lo.:

John "an \'oorhis oi the State
Court oi :\ppeal s. and .-\ssembly
Speaker .-\nthony J. Travia.
:l.lthough the new iully air·conditioned ten story building will be
more spacious than the present site
and thus permit an increase in
enrollment, it is for the improvement of iacilities and not the enlargement oi the st udent body that
this building has been conceived.
The improYernellls will be seen in
many areas, s uch as library twice
the size 0 i the present one, a
reading room with lounge chairs
and a el11inar room ior every three
cia srooms. :\[o re office space will
he available ior student organization , such as the Student Bar Aswcialioll aile! The' J IISI;lIj,m . .-\
studellt lounge and caieteria will
a!

0

he pro\·icled.

In addition. there

will be a iacu lty IOUll3'e anJ library
tll'ice lh~ size o i the present one.
Finaily, all iull time iaculty member

lI·ill

0CCUPY

Jlrivatc

offices.

J. Tra,;a. Buruugh Prc,.i,!t'nt ..\hl' Stark. th e laI C ]u,liee
Ill'/lr:v L. L'ldw II a , De'all ].>rumc Prince, '\brahanl :\1, Lill,ICllhalll11.
]urlgc John Vall Voorhi,.

'\lIth,,"~'

Rent Control
continued from page 1

and as a "naked transfer of property from
one party to another." He con idered rent
control not only a taking, but a taking for
private, not public use, without ju t compensation.
Finding rent control con titutionally unju tifiable, Ep tein examined whether rent
control can be brought within the elu ive
"police power" 0f the government. Epstein rejected the police power justification,
citing the di stinction between the justi fied
use of police powers to protect non-involved third parties and, as bere, the inappropriate exerci e of police power over
parties to a contract.
Epstein also found rent control una ceptable on social ground. He contended
that in e rent are artificiall y held below
the market value, tenant are encouraged
to ueland inefficiently. In addition, by

Published by BrooklynWorks, 1988

making the building market unattractive,
rent control discourages new development
and encourages abandonment of building . Finally. Epstein argued that rent control widen the social chi m between
landlord and tenant. He reasoned that rent
control encourage the landlord to make
new lease any time he can, causing the
landlord to "pounce on the dereliction"
rent contro l has produced .
Professor Ep tein' s presentation wa
followed by commentaries from Professors Jules L. Coleman and Peter D . Sal ins.
Professor Coleman criticized what he
characterized as Epstein's libertarian argument against rent control and suggested
that any argument for rent control mu t
be non-liberal. He agreed, however, with
most of Epstein' argument, criticizing
rent control a a "bull in a china hop ."
Coleman attributed the prevalance of rent
control legislation to its promi e of quick

"Once built, the new annex will appear
to be much older than the current building," said Professor Michael Gerber, who
is assisting Dean Trager in the project.
Impact on Tuition
The costs of construction are to be paid
out of funds raised under a planned majorcapital campaign, according to Trager,
and should not result "directly" in any tui tion increase.
"Directly. [tuition] will not increase,
but it could indirectly, in the sense that
enoowment income that has been used to
ubsidize costs of the day-to-day academic
program may not be available, and tuition
will have to cover more of the costs of
the school's program," Trager aid. He
added that any tuition increase resulting
from the proposed annex will not affect
currently enrolled students.
"If a tuition increase will dramatically
affect the quality of the law school , I don't
think students will have any problem with
it," said Barry Yablen, president of the
Student Bar Association . " If this will improve our reputation and growth, I think
it is a great idea."
Library Expansion Cited
The propo ed annex will offer BLS the
opportunity to remedy two of its mostcriticized shortcomings-the inadequate
size of the library, now at only 178,000
volumes, and the lack of study space. Li brary size is an important criterion in most
national rankings, largely because it is indicative of a school' s financial resources
and physical plant. By comparison , the
law·school libraries of New York Universi ty and Fordham stand at 637,000 and
254,000 volumes respectively .
"The current school library i inadequate," aid second-year student Rayf
Berman. "Schools of equal ' and lesse r
quality are bener equipped with state reporters and other legal periodicals. As a
research assistant, I've had to go to other
libraries to get the book I needed."
"We are looking at a very large expansion of the library ," Gerber said . "There
is no question that our present library is
too small and uncomfortable for tudents,"
he said.
According to Gerber, three floors of the
annex will be devoted to library space as
will two additional floors in the main
building-the third floor and the basement, ':hich now hou es the cafeteria and
bookstore. The third f1oor-occupied by
the tudent lounge and the offices of the
International Law Journal , the Moot Court
Honor Society , Law Review, J~inian.
and S.B.A . -will be used entirely for library space, compelling a move of these
organization . .
Perhap the mo t amusing change of all
will be the location of the new entrance
to the library. According to Sara Robbins ,
BLS law librarian, the new entrance will
be on the ~econd floor of the main building. The lobby entrance will be ealed,
she said.
The expansion in the size of the library
will coincide with other major change -,
including the addition of several new s tudy
rooms and a more comfortable microfilm
room. Robbins said. everal new com-

puters and a bevy of new Lexis and
Westlaw terminal s are also planned.
According to Robbins, the expansion
of the library , now 95-percent full, will
increase capacity to 300,000 volumes.
Thi s will permit the library to expand at
a healthy rate of 5,000-8,000 volumes per
year.
"For a long time we have had the money
to buy new books , we just needed a place
to put them ," aid Robbins .
Meeting Hall Planned
In addition to the library , a large auditorium and a meeting hall are planned .
The auditorium, which will eat 300 to
500 students, according to Gerber, will
probably be located on the top floor. A
smaller meeting hall , designed to seat up
to 300 students, is planned for the fourth
floor. Neither room will be large enou gh
for commencement exercises, Gerber
added.
Other plans for the new building include
a modem cafeteria, smaller moot-courtrooms, and possi bly a smoker's lounge.
The lounge presently located on the third
floor is to be moved to the lobby , opposite
the current entrance to the library . This is
the same spot it occupied before moving
to its present location . The planned
cafeteria will boast a wooden dance floor,
making it suitable for formal receptions.
Although most elements of the project
have been provided for, some detail s remain to be worked out, according to
Gerber. Among them will be the fate of
the front garden and assurances that classroom disruptions are kept to a minimum
during construction.
The latter is expected to be no easy
task as design plans call for knocking out
seve.ral outside walls in the main building
to permit continuity of each floor from
building to building .
"The [west] garden will be go ne, "
Gerber said . That side is to be occupied
by the new annex . "A larger garden will
be built on the Boerum Place side."
A new plaza i expected to be built in
front of the building, Gerber said, but details are st ill unclear.
Newsstand Will Move
Concern over the construction of the
new building was raised by a local newstand operator, Joan Miller, at a community board meeting in February. Miller,
who feared her stand-situated in an easily
acce sible location in front of the vacant
lot-wa threatened, aid he is no longer
concerned . The city has agreed, she said,
to move her to a new location 10 feet to
the west in front of the Municipal Building. The proposed spot is the arne one
she held two year. ago, before she was
moved to her current location after firstfloor office workers in the Municipal
Building complained thai their view of the
street wa~ blocked.
"1 bear no ma lice toward anyone," M i 1ler said. 'The city has promi ed to move
me at no cost."
Miller. whose stand has been in her
family ince 1932, added that she has ~een
the design of the new building and " liked
it."

tenant benefits which make it "politically
palatable ."
Professor Sal ins called rent control "bad
law. bad economics, and bad policy" and
joined the other two speakers in criticizing
rent regulation . alin distinguished himelf from the prior peakers by addre ing
the situation directly and ugge ted that a
truly pragmatic argument i the only way
to combat rent Control laws . However, Salin did not elaborate on exactly what that
argument should be.
Following the speaker' pre entations
the audience-which included housi ng
planner, Federal Court judges, city officials, housing representatives, the leaders
of various watch organizations , attorneys,
law profes ors , and members of the
press-haC'1 the opportunity to ask questions . Later, the
akers and audience
had the Opportunity to meet at a cocktail
reception.
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Reflection on Women
by Lisa Muggeo
n March 10, I left Brooklyn Law
School to journey to Austin, Texas.
To my delight, I had been selected to attend the Nineteenth National Conference
on Women and the Law as a representative
of the Legal Association of Women. My
great expectations grew during the trip out
in anticipation of the scheduled events .
After a cab ride, two flights, and a~econd
taxi ride, we arrived (my mother came
along) at the Stouffer Austin Hotel.
The theme of this year's conference was
"Stirring the Water in the Pool-Changing
Reflections of Women." The focus was
on exploring issues and developing
strategies for a coordinated response to
the legal , political, and economic issues
faced by women. The various issues were
to be examined through a multitude of
continuing hourly workshops over a threeday period .
There were so many workshop available each hour it was hard to choose which
to attend . All' the workshops sounded
equally important and interesting. They
ranged in topic from women in the criminal justice ystem to women with AIDS,
privacy rights in health care, and issues
concerning lesbian ,women of color, and
disabled women ..1 made my choices and
enjoyed all the vQ"ork shops we attended.
At each workshop two to four
panelist - speciali ts in a particular area
of law-gave a presentation focusing on
a specific problem in that area . Then each
propo ed changes and solutions. Following these presentations, the panel ists opened the floor to audience participation and
questions . The majority of the audience
was composed of practicing attorneys, although many law students (mostly from
Austin) attended.

O

Legal Association of Women:
Year
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Triumphant

Exposure to these problems provided a
valuable learning experience. Yet it was
distressing to witness the ongoing battles
that continue to confront women in the
legal community. Because of these problems, the dominant message corweyed by
the speakers was that women must initiate
changes to achieve a more just society .
The keynote speaker was Delores
Huerta, the Vice President of the United
Farm Workers of America. Her message
was that when women unite and work together, they have the power to make
changes. She stressed the importance of
fighting for what we believe is just in order
to achieve our goals.
Another feature of the conference wa
a large room set a ide for a variety of
exhibits. The exhibit con isted of arts and
crafts created by women , book focusing
on women, and free informative literature
concerning various women's organization s .
At the conclusion of each day's work hops, one could choose from the special
film being hown or ju t linger at the
luxuriou. hotel piano bar to recap the day's
events . One evening there wa a show
featuring all-women entertainment. Many
of the women who performed were very
talented .
In sum, the conference was memorable,
educational , and thoroughly enjoyable.
And for me, the most preciou part of the
experience was having my mother along .
Initially, she just viewed the trip as a
chance to see Austin, Texas . But she
wound up accompanying me to mo t of
the workshops and events offered at the
conference . She may not be a feminist or
agree with my political beliefs, but for
one weekend she came do e.

In the 1987-1988 academic year, the Legal Association of Women of Brooklyn Law
School presented the following events:
Rap session for first-year students on stress
October '87
Forum on gender bias in the court system, with Lynn Hecht
Schaffran
Rap session on study aids
November '87
Forum on prostitution with Judge Margaret Taylor, presented
jointly with National Lawyers' Guild Presentation by Judge Pearle
Appleman, BLS alumna
December '87
Rap session on stress and exams
Candlelight holiday party
March '88
Tour of the Kings' County Family Court
Women's History Month Film Series:
ANANPURNA
BUT SHE'S BETTY CARTER
BEAUTY PAGEANTS: MISS OR MYTH
April '88
May '88

Luncheon with Professor Liz Schneider
'Forum on interviewing with Jane Ezersky
Reception with Women's Alumnae Network
(presentation videotaped to preserve oral history of women at
Brooklyn Law)
L.A.W . sent ten students to the NYU Conference on Domestic Violenct: . We were
represented at Columbia Law School ' s conference on gender bias, and we sent a
repre entative to Austin , Texa , to attend the National Conference on Women in the
Law .
The Legal A ociation of Women was also instrumental in changing the security
.
policie in the law chool in response to the sexual assault that occurred here.
Many thank to all of our members and friends who helped to make these events
possible. Good luck to our sisters and brothers who are graduating.
If you are intere ted in joining us, contact Andrea Montague '89 or Lisa Muggeo
'89 by leaving a message in the SBA office.

Lawyering and Mothering CAN Mix!

A meeting
place?
Open eyes can see the real that's
inside of me . As we meet Ilet reality
become a part of thee .
Once you were seen I asked were
you an agent of reality? When we
meet I know I'll keep reality .
A soul is what wa touched when
I spoke to thee . As we spoke I felt
the growth of reality. Your soul became an intangible reality , and I experienced an inner part of thee . Yet
as we spoke I worried that our ouls
would not completely peace the
other' . And I realized that mine i
forever a part of me .
A we parted. there was no retum-pu h forward is what I'd hoped
to find inside of me and thee . And I
asked what it was said or that it was
said by me?
At the departure what was said is
gone, but I hope we can u e it all to
find another soul to care along .

ANfOINETIE MONICA WOOTEN

A Woman's Perspective
by Lisa Muggeo
Why Should a Woman Have to Choo e? Lawyering and
Motherhood Are ot Mutually Exclusive!
Recently there has been a distinct though debatable
message running rampant through the printed media . The
me sage conveys the waming that motherhood and
lawyering don't mix . In the pa t few month , there have
been several articles in the National Law Journal and
the New York Times Magazine delivering this mes age .
Who is heading this conspiracy to indoctrinate profe sional women with the notion that they must choose
between motherhood and careers?
I do not deny that women attorneys face a very distresing dilemma when they seek to combine career pursuits
and child rearing. But merely highlighting this problem
without pinpointing its cause or offering a solution will
not bring needed change to the workplace . Media presentation of thi problem indicates that a woman has no
alternative but to choose between her career and her
children . This i neither an acceptable nor a feasible
choice .
The problem is twofold. Fir t, no state or federal law
today mandates that a woman be given time off from
work when she gives birth. Fortunately, becau e of the
vast number of women in the workforce, some businesses
have implemented their own policies . These companies
usually provide a woman with ix to twelve weeks of
maternity leave . But thi in itself is not enough . Second,
the burden of balancing a profe ional career and child
rearing is borne primarily by Women today . Rarely doe
a company promote any type of eave for men when their
L
wive give birth.
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Although a bill was introduced to the state legislature
several years ago to establi h parental leave, it has not
yet been passed. Parental leave would include time off
for both men and women for the birth or adoption of a
child or to care for a sick child, mate, or aging parent.
Failure to pass this bill into law reflects our society'
patriarchal view of women as primary caretaker .
The notion that women should bear the entire burden
of child care must be challenged! Men must be confronted
with their failure to adequately share in the responsibility
of child-rearing. Women must demand that their partners
accept their share of the burden . As long as they don't,
child rearing will remain within the sphere of female
respon ibilities .
But even if fathers and mothers take equal responsibility for child care, they are faced with inadequate and
limited child-care facilities . Part of this problem can be
alleviated if employers appropriately respond to the needs
of employee . Surely it is possible for many more companies to provide child-care facilities. Thi would help
ea e the burden on working parent . Additionally , the
tate should be able to provide acceptable day-care centers
for those parent unable to afford private day-care.
Flexible hours in the workplace would provide working
parents needed time for child care . If employers were
more receptive to this idea, fewer employees would be
forced to leave work altogether. Employers in the legal
community, as well as elsewhere, must provide flexible
work schedules to accommodate their employees .
Women won't have to make either/or choice if the e
alternative are made available in the business community. The alternatives exist. Now they mu t be implemented . Women won't have to continue bearing the
brunt of child-care responsibilities if their partners share
equally . Lawyering and motherhood can mix if women
fight for the changes they need and deserve.
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Interviewing
by Andrea Montague and Julie Murphy
o you know that it is illegal for an interviewing employer to ask you if you are married or how old you are? That it is not appropriate to ask what your parent do
for a living? To ask a woman if she would have an abortion if she became pregnant?
Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (the employment discrimination law)
an employer may not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, religion. Generally the
law requires that employers ask questions on issues that are job related and that are
asked of all applicants equally.
However, employers interviewing on law school campuses ask illegal and inappropriate questions routinely . Many students incorrectly assume that because the interviewer
is an attorney he or she knows the law and therefore would not engage in any illegal
questioning. Some questions may not be illegal because of how an employer frames
them but nevertheless are intrusive and unrelated to the job. Employers ask these
que tions because of persisting negative stereotypes about women, minority, lesbian,
gay, older and disabled students . Many interviewers are not aware that these questions
are insulting and inappropriate and that they reflect the hiring practices of their firm.
For example, a woman with young children may not be considered for a job because
she would be unreliable and unable to make an adequate commitment to the office.
A single woman with a lover in another city might not be a desirable candidate to an
employer who might assume that a single womanwould readily leave her job to join
a loved one. In other instances, an interviewer may not want to hire a black person
or a gay person believing that they would not be able to handle the work or that they
would not "fit in" with the other employees . Employers are also sometimes unwilling
to hire older students because of a belief that an older person would not take direction
from a younger supervisor or that an older per on would not work as hard as a younger
employee. Interviewer may ask particular questions to eliminate anyone their firm
does not want to employ .
Some examples are, "Is anyone in your family a lawyer?" "What kind of work do
your parents do?" "Are you aware of the rigors of billing 2 100 hours a year?" "Can
you take orders from someone younger?" These questions are not asked of all students
but only of those the interviewer ha stereotypical concerns about. Mo t often this
means black , hispanic , women and older students .
An interview·er may ask a very open ended question like "Why did you choose
Brooklyn Law School?" or "Why are you interested in relocating to Boston?" This
might lead a student to discuss personal information about themselves they did not
originally intend to , such as their sexual orientation , marital status or family obligations.
Although these questions may be less direct , they are sometimes asked so that the
employer may learn more about the interviewee's personal life in order to eliminate
those with "undesirable" traits or lifestyles . The difference is that the student has more
leeway in formulating a response to these less direct questions that does NOT have
to include irrelevant personal information . Instead , you have the opportunity to take
the interview into a direction you want to discuss such as, your professional abilities.
There are different responses to these questions depending on how strongly the
interviewee feels. One possible response is "Mr.lMrs. -------, I am interested in your
firm because of ------- (patent law/admiralty law/securities) and I would really prefer
to talk about --------- (my work experience in this area/my interest in this area/your
firm 's work in this area)." Another stronger response is "I don't see how this information
is related to the job. " Some students may not feel comfortable responding to questions
this way but should report these questions to the placement office so that other students

D

Breast Cancer Prevention
by Andrea Montague
For those who may have missed the "Breast Cancer Prevention" program sponsored
by the Legal Association of Women, the following is some important information that
was provided by the American Cancer Society. Although fear makes many women
reluctant to read or learn about breast cancer, when breast cancer is detected at an
early stage, the chances for cure are almost one hundred percent. In fact most breast
lumps are detected by the woman and not by the physician. This underscores the need
for women to take the responsibility of availing themselves of information on breast
cancer prevention and doing monthly breast self examinations .
Breast cancer, a leading cause of death and illness among women , affects approximately one out of every ten women in the U.S. Some women are at greater risk than
others because of genetic and lifestyle differences . Risk factors that have been recognized include: age , diet, history of breast cancer in close family relatives (mother,
sister, grandmother, aunt) , late age at menopause, on 'et of menstruation after age 12 ,
older than 30 years at birth of first child, never giving birth, and obesity. Every women
should discuss her own level of risk with her doctor to determine what is individually
appropriate .

vertical strip
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may be informed of firms' discriminatory behavior and so that appropriate action may
be taken by the placement office. It is certain that if such a question has been asked
of you, it has been asked of many other students as well. Some law firms and companies
have been denied permission to conduct on-campus interviews at schools due to the
behavior of interviewers or existing djscriminatory policies (i .e . , the military's refusal
to hire gays).
Women , minority, gay, lesbian disabled and older students are most often the targets
of these questions. However, all students are affected by discriminatory conduct.
For some students , discriminatory questions may reveal biases of a particular firm
that would indicate that such a firm would not be a work environment ttiey would
want to be in . If you are such a person , you can do some informal research to find
out which employers abide by non-discriminatory hiring practices and maintain egalitarian working environments.
It is important to remember that this is a business interview which is designed to
be an exchange of information about the prospective job and your qualifications for
this particular job.
A few interview basics:
I. You are there to talk about business, not your private life.
2. Be wary of questions that ask about family, social or leisure activities.
3. Consider what you want to share with the interviewer about yourself in advance,
so that you may be on your guard and prepared if inappropriate questions are asked.
4. Report any incidents to the Brooklyn Law School Placement Office at One
Boerum Place , if you feel you were asked an inappropriate question.
5. Remember to trust your intuition. If you feel uncomfortable or embarrassed when
asked a particular question , it is probably because your interview is not the appropriate
setting for the question.
Informationfor this article provided by the National Associationfor Law Placement .
The American Cancer Society encourages all women to do monthly breast self
examinations and to request their doctors to do breast exams during regular health
checkups. For women with no breast symptoms, a one time baseline mammogram is
recommended for women between 35 and 39 and for women over forty a mammogram
every one to two years and for those over fifty a mammogram every year. For women
with Fibrocystic disease (nodular breasts) a physician should be consulted .
The importance of a low fat, high fiber diet was emphasized as a means of reducing
the probability of breast cance",This includes eating more vegetables, beans, and
grains and eliminating fatty foods such as ice cream and potato chips. Although not
too many people can really envision a life including the former and excluding the
latter, a little consciousness can go a long way.
Pamphlets on how to do Breast Self Examination (BSE) and other breast cancer
prevention methods are available in the SBA office, Room 301.

HOW TO DO BSE
I . Lie down . Flatten your right breast
by placing a pillow under your right shoulder . If your breasts are large , use your
right hand to hold your right breast while
you do the exam with your left hand .
2. Use the sensitive pads of the middle
three fingers on your left hand . Feel for
lumps using a rubbing motion .
3. Press firmly enough to feel different
breast tissues .
4 . Completely feel all of the breast and
chest area to cover brea t tissue that extends toward the shoulder. Allow enough
time for a complete exam . Women with
small breasts will need at least 2 minutes
to examine each breast. Larger breasts will
take longer.
5. Use the same pattern to feel every
part of the breast tissue . Choose the
method easiest for you. The diagrams
show the three patterns preferred by
women and their doctors: the circular,
clock or oval pattern, the vertical strip and
the wedge.
6. After you have completed examined
your right breast, then examine your left
breast using the same method . Compare
what you have felt in one breast with the
other.

7. You may also want to examine your
breasts while bathing, when your skin is
wet and lumps may be easier to feel.
8. You can check your breasts in a mirror looking for any change in size or contour, dimpling of the skin or spontaneous
nipple discharge .
Your monthly BSE should be carried
out when your breasts are likely to be the
least lumpy. If you have a regular
menstrual cycle, you should examine your
breasts at the end of your menstrual
period . If you do not have menstrual
periods, BSE should be done on the same
day of every month .
If you notice any changes, see your doctor without delay .
Take the opportunity whenever you !iee
your doctor to discuss how you do BSE
and what you feel when you do selfexams. Ask if you are doing BSE correctly
and for comments to improve your BSE
skills.
Remember, the best means of controlling breast cancer is by finding it early.
Talk with your doctor. As partners, you
will want to share information and you'll
want to request advice on where t() go to
have a mammogram and how often you
need to have the exams done .
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A Good Year for Moot Court
by Randall Chi era
he 1987-1988 Moot Court competition
year was an overwhelming succes .
For the first time in the history of the
Brooklyn Law School Moot Court Honor
,Society , Moot Court Intermural teams
were successful in six national competitions . Congratulations to the folltlwing national intermural teams on their success:
Constitutional Law team (octafinalists),
Evidence Law team (quarterfinalists and
third-best brief), Insurance Law team
(quarterfinalists), Labor Law team (quarterfinalists), Tax Law team (semifinalists
and third-best brief) , and Trial Advocacy
team (quarterfinalists) .
The third annual Jerome Prince Invitational Evidence competition , held from
March 18 to 20, proved to be a well-attended national event. Twenty-three teams
from as far away as California and as close
as BrooklYlt competed in this prestigious
competition . Many complimented the
quality of the problem and bench brief as
well as the organization and administration of the competition. Competitors,
judges, and Moot Court Honor Society
members were treated to a reception at the
Water Club. New York City after the
semifinal rounds on Saturday . The final
round, held in the Ceremonial Courtroom
in the Eastern District Courthouse, was
presided over by three Federal Court of
Appeals judges. The final round pitted
University of Florida Law School against

T

St. John 's University School of Law , with
University of Florida the victor. Brief
awards went to Maryland, St. John's, and
Brooklyn Law School.
The Intramural Trial Advocacy Competition, held from March ~ to 30, had
more participants than in the past. This
year the problem was criminal, a murder
case. The winners-Mitchell Brill (who
also won best advocate), Tracey Kelly,
Elise Weinstein, A . Michael Furman,
Consettina Sacheli, Julie Schwartz, and
alternates Victoria Rook and Alisa Margolis~omprise next year's intermural
Trial Advocacy teams .
The First Year Intramural Moot Court
Competition is now over. The obligatory
first round, which all first-year day-division legal-writing students must partici pate in as part of their legal-writing cla s,
i run exclusively by Professor Walter and
the legal-writing department. The Moot
Court Honor Society takes over for the
second and final rounds . Based on a combination of brief and oral scores, approximately a third of the total first year legalwriting class advanced to the second round .
Approximately one-third of the secondround competitors advance to the final
round . Winner of the final round are automatically invited to join the Moot Court
Honor Society. In addition, some students
participating in the final round but not winning may be invited to join the Society
based on their individual performance.

Shea Gould v_ Me
by Michael C. Harding

M

\

OSt Brooklyn Law School students
dream of having a position with a
firm like Shea Gould. My nightmare was
\
an adversarial confrontation in court with
two attorneys from Shea Gould.
It all began one sunny Saturday afternoon in September 1987. I was just finish, •
ing up the first month of my first year in
law school. I needed a break , so I attended
a New York Mets game with my wife and
another couple . It was Fan Appreciation
Weekend, and the Mets, having fallen
from contention for a playoff spot, had
heavily billed the day as a massive gift
giveaway for their loyal fans . "Hey," I
said to myself, "I'm a loyal fan. This is
my day." Before that day would end, I G:;~~~li~
was to know that the only thing the Mets
appreciated was paying customers in the
stands munching on weenies and downing
those three-dollar beers . As Ron Darling
had pointed out the year before, worldseries tickets aren't made available to the
loyal fans. Instead, they go to white-collar
cronies of the Met organization who attend
only world- eries games, where they try
to look chic, refuse to lower them elves pulled out my tub and gave it to my wife ,
to cheering, and duck out in the sixth in- who compared it to the scoreboard. I must
ning to beat the traffic . How foolish I was have checked my box and seat numbers
to believe that the Mets had seen the light, twenty times in thirty seconds. I had won.
that they had developed loyalty to their It wasn't the trip to Paris, but I figured
I'd be a sport and graciously accept. I
fans .
As part of the day's festivities , the Mets couldn't believe it. It sounded too good
had advertised that during and after the to be true, and like any'consumer advocate
game there would be drawings for au- will tell you , if it sounds too good to be
tomobiles
cruise, audio systems , true, it usually is.
I proudly went to claim my prize . My
watche , dinners, color televisions, trips
to Paris , and more. The plan was that the loyalty had finally paid off. As I walked
drawings would be made from the ticket to the prize-redemption area, I thought
stubs taken as one entered the stadium . If about the lean years when I could count
the fan's stub matched, he won . Between the number of fans who sat sparsely disinnings, winning-seat locations were an- persed throughout the stadium watching
nounced over the public-address sy tern the last-place Mets . I was there then and
and were displayed on the diamond v~ion I was there now. I attempted to claim my
prize but was told to come back after the
screen.
Midway through the game, my prayers game. I returned to my seat emptywere answered. They announced the handed . People in the section called out
drawing for matching his-and-hers dia- to me. They wanted to see my prize . When
mond watches. Then the announcer called I told them I had to return later, one guy
out, "Upper deck!" followed by my sec- yelled out, "I bet they stiff you!" Everyone
tion, box number, and finally my seat laughed. ot my Mets, I thought.
At the conclusion of the game, I renumber. The information was displayed
on the board . Everyone in the section turned to the redemption area and waited
on
a line about as long as the one for the
stood and applauded me . Nervously, I

~
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There will be no Intramural Fall Appellate Advocacy Competition next year. Students interested in the Society who do not
get on through the first year competition
are encouraged to take the course in Appellate Advocacy. Participation in this
course is analogous to the Law Review
and Journal Open ote Competition, since
most Moot Court Honor Soci ty members
will now be taken on through the first-year
intramural competition , just as the bulk of
Law Review and Journal's members come
on through the summer writing competition. However, the Appellate Advocacy

course gives interested students another
opportunity for entrance into the Society.
Those interested are strongly encouraged
to register for this course .
Finally, the outgoing executive board
of the Moot Court Honor Society welcomes the new executive committee for
1988- 1989. The Committee members are
Jack Heinberg (Chairman) , Mitchell Brill
(Vice-Chair of Intramural Affairs), Howard Hershenhorn (Vice-Chair of Intermural Affairs) , Jennifer Nelson (ViceChair of the Prince Evidence Competition) , and Barrier Cave (Secretary-Treasurer).

log flume at Great Adventure on a sunny
ninety-five-degree day. When I reached
the front, I was told that the watches had
already been given away . WHAT? I
couldn't believe this was happening. Arguing was futile. The friendly New Yorkers on line behind me were yelling for
me to beat it, to stop tying up the line , so
I left.
Letters and phone calls to senior Met
officials went unanswered. My studies
took up more and more of my time, and
the Met sting operation was pushed to the
back of my mind . After the semester
ended , I went to small-claims court and
filed my suit against Sterling Doubleday
Inc. (the official name of the Mets) and
E . Gluck Corp. (manufacturers and
donators of the watches as joint venturers
with the Mets). Who said I didn't learn
anything from Professors Leitner and
Stempel? I placed my damages at two
thousand dollars . Our court date was
scheduled for April II, 1988.
In March, I received a call from E .
Gluck Corp . They wanted to know if I
would settle if I received my watches . I
told them that in October I would have
settled for an explanation, but now the
watches would satisfy me. They said
they'd call the next day. I never heard
from them again . During the last week in
March, I came home to find a message to
call Laurel Bedig of Shea Gould. "Gee,
did I send them my resume?" I thought.
When I returned the call, I learned that
Bedig would be representing the Mets in
thi matter. During our five-minute conversation, I learned that she was a BrookIyn Law School graduate, class of 1987.
She was getting out when I was going in .
It wa soon apparent that our common
denominator wa
going to get me
nowhere . The Mets were fully prepared
to spare no expense in litigating this matter
all the way . A quick check of last year's
yearbook confirmed my
u picions:
Laurel was a member of Law Review . I
hadn ' t even done my moot-court argument.
On April II , I couldn't decide if I
should wear a suit or a Mets jacket with
a matching cap. I decided that I wasn't
going to join their league and play in their
ball park . I opted for a loyal-fan's outfit
of jeans, sneakers, and a nice shirt. It
would be the high-powered attorney of the
megabucks firm Shea Gould v. Poor Little
Ole Me. We were called before the judge.

Laurel was not alone. She was joined by
a male associate . Standing before the
bench I felt like a Christian at the Coliseum. My adversaries moved for an adjournment. The judge began looking over
his calendar. I asked, "Can I object to
this?" The.judge said yes. So I said, "Well,
I object." I informed the court that I was
ready, willing, and able to proceed . I
pointed out that my adversaries were from
Shea Gould, one of the largest and most
prestigious firms in New York, with an
abundance of resources including paralegals, secretaries, and funds . If I could be
prepared, why couldn't they? The judge
looked sympathetic, but he said it was
their first request and he would have to
grant an adjournment for two weeks. I
pointed out the rigors of final exams, and
he changed the date to June 6. As I left
the bench, I asked the judge, "Reall y, your
Honor, Shea Gould v. me and they can't
be ready?" He gave me a look that seemed
to say, I know, I know.
Out of the courtroom I spoke to Laurel.
She was personable. If we had met at an
alumni affair, we rn~ht have become
friends . I told her that the Mets should
settle , because they are wrong. Her associate, who looked like he just walked
out of Gucci feeling superior to us common people, said I don't think so and we'll
see you in court . He can bet his life on that.
Shea Stadium was named after the Shea
in Shea Gould, and the man knows hi
ballgame. While the Mets are refusing to
honor their commitment to this fan, Shea
Gould has probably already billed the
Mets for three times the value of the
watches . Do they bill double-time when
their lawyers spend their evenings in
court? How about that taxi fare home? In
any case, my battle goes on . I gue s by
now they received my ubpoena for any
and all record relating to the giveaway,
including contracts between the Mets and
E. Gluck Corp . , any video recordings or
documents reflecting what was displayed
on the diamond vi ion screen, the names
and addresses of all the winners, and any
records regarding complaints, disputes,
and civil suits in connection with Fan Appreciation Weekend . If you can think of
anything else, let me know, because like
the Mets, I'm playing to win! Stay tuned
for the results in the fall Justinian . In the
meantime, I '11 keep having visions of a
white-collar Met crony wearing my watch
to the world series .
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Fundamentalists
Anonymous: Religious
Consumerism
by Stanley Lee
When the address of an organization 's national headquarters has to
be kept secret due to harrassment in the
form of bomb threats , you know that
someone is raising a ruckus about something . That someone is a group called Fundamentalists Anonymous , labeled number
one on Jerry Falwell ' s enemy list, placing
them above the ACLU and NOW.
Fundamentalists Anonymous (FA) is a
support system for people leaving fundamentalist religious groups . In recent
years, the realization by thousands of fundamentalists that there was a complete
lack of accountability on the part of television evangelists for millions of dollars
of donations has led to their leaving the
fold, with resulting depression and anxiety. This disruption in their lives had not
been addressed until the formation ofFA.
h began with a classified ad placed in
the Village Voice by Richard Yao, Executive Director of FA . Yao, a graduate of
NYU Law School and Yale Divinity
School , and a former associate at Mudge ,
Roe , Guthrie, Alexander , & Fenton , is a
former fundamentali st himself who was
dissatisfied with the rigid life style it presented. The ad drew the attention of Jim
Luce , who was an assisant bond portfolio
manager at Daiwa Bank at the time. They
pooled their savings of $70,000 and began
FA .
An appearance on The Phil Donahue
Show got them off to a rousing tart , drawing thousands of letters from all over the
country written . by ex-fundamentalists
who were going through all the withdrawal
systoms described by Yao and Luce on
the show . Since then, Yao and Luce have
appeared in many publication and network
television, espousing the principles upon

W

which FA was found. FA was also the
only public interest group invited by Congress to speak about the problems that fun damentalist groups were causing for its
members. At the same session , Jerry Fal well lashed out at FA in a two minute
diatribe.
"We are not- an anti-Christian group, as
some people perceive us," says YilO.
"What we are is anti-fundamentalist. Fundamentalism is not a theology . It's more
of a mind-set that controls through authoritative command, that has an al\-ornothing attitude, which is what hurts
people. What we say we don 't consider
divine, as opposed to what the televangelists claim about themselves ." Yao also
described his cause as " religious consumerism. " "Just because you are a minister doesn ' t mean you have a right to defraud or unduly influence elderly or sick
person. There have been some ' counseling' situations where the minister takes
people to bed ." When asked about the PTL
scandal with Jessica Hahn , Yao smiled
and described it as Han act of God ."
Recently FA held a fundrai ser at the
Manhattan club 4D . Celebrities who appeared included Frank Zappa, who spoke
about rock censorship , "Grandpa" A I
Lewis of Munsters fame , and Steve Allen ,
who performed . Allen also spoke about
the importance of the work that FA is
doing. Even though the event was labeled
a fundraiser, Yao thought that a much
more important need was served in showing the public that they are a credible organization, with media support as well as
celebrities who are willing to take a stand
on their behalf. James Taylor and Paul
Simon have also expressed an interest in
lending their services to FA.

. Actor Steve Allen (right) supports Fundam~nta!ists Anonymous.
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Jonathan Glasser (BLS '86), an associate at Lord ,
Day, Lord, is doing p~o bono work through his law
firm for FA . He first !heard of FA while a student
at BLS., when they ha~ come to give a presentation
on their Legal Task Fprce, which they were trying
to recruit law students ~ for. Coincidentally, when he
joined Lord, Day, Lor~, there was an attorney there
who was doing pro bdno work for FA. Glasser expressed his interest i working with FA pro bono,
and is currently writin;g an appellate brief for a case
in South Carolina, where 300 partners of the PTL
are suing for amountslranging from $500 to $30,000
that they had contribdted. These felt they had been
doing God's work when they donated the money,
but fou nd instead it w~s going to air-conditioned dog '
houses and squelching sex scandals.
The Legal Task ' Force of Fundamentalists
Anonymous, which supplies free legal services to
those seeking action ~gainst fundamentalist groups,
is comprised of attorneys from several large law
_ firms doing pro bon1 work for FA. They are now
working on an amicu brief for a cased in the California Supreme Court. The parents of a young man
who committed suici4e are suing the Grace Community church in a wrongful death action for a form of
"religious malpracticp." It seems that the counselor
of that c hurch , who did nothing to prevent the
suicide, even though the young man was openly
suicidal, described sliicide as "God's way of taking
defective souls ."
Fundamentalists Anonymous is seeking law students who would be interested in interning for them
this summer. The work would entail research for
briefs, and looking at claims by those who are seeking action against fundamentali t group . Anyone
who might be interested in doing public interest work
after graduation would benefit from seeing what goes
on behind the cenes of a group that is relatively
new . Fundraising, for instance , is a major part of
any public interest group' work , and they would
certainly learn much about that at FA. Anyone interested can call Fundamentali IS Anonymous, at
(212) 696-0421, or can write to P.O. Box 20324
Greeley Square Station , New York , N.Y. 10001.
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The Washington State Department of Transportation has analyzed the use patterns
at highway rest stops and concluded that the traditional 50-50 ratio of men's and
women's toilets is guaranteed to create lines in women ' s rooms . It seems that the
men's average toilet time is 45 seconds each and the women' s average is 79 seconds
each . While this technical data is illuminating , we at BLS have long noticed the line
which can gather outside the wo'men's rooms . The number of women at BLS has
increased significantly since the design of our building. Perhaps it is time for our
administration to consider expanding orne of the women's rooms or converting one
of the men's rooms to women ' s room.
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BEST WISHES!
This being the last issue of thi s academic year, we take the opportunity to congratulate
those students who will be leaving BLS for the world outside. We congratulate those
tudents who now see the light at the tunnel 's end . And we al so congratulate those
students who survived their first year .
The Justinian has served a a forum for the BLS community only through the
participation and contribution of the member of that community . With your help in
telling us about school events and the issues you are interested in, we will continue
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JUDICIAL CLERKSHIPS
Professor Henry Holzer, chairman of the Judicial
Clerk hip Screening committee ha made the followin g
announcements:
Terri Pandolfi has been offered , and · has accepted , a
clerkship beginning September 1989 with the Honorable
Edward R . Korman . United States District Judge, Eastern
District of New York . Laura Ha tings has been offered,
and has accepted, a clerkship beginning September 1989
with the Honorable Thomas C . Platt, United States District Judge , Eastern District of New York .

No Joking MaHer
To the Editor:
Much of your April. 1988 issue was
informative and interesting, but I fear that
harrm caused by some bad editorial decisions in the April Fools section may, in
the long run, outweigh the few quick
laughs that were apparently intended.
Within the paper-proper, more bad decisions exemplified a flagrant disregard for
journalistic and legal ethics.
First, with regard to the April Fools
section , did it never occur to you editors
that you publication date coincided with
the Prince Evidence Competition? Personally, I am embarrassed that students from
other schools around the nation here to
participate in the' competition were exposed to the crdSS humor found in the first
page headlines . .[ observed several BLS
students and faculty members when the
issue first came out and many, initially ,
didn't .understand the joke. For some, it
took an explanatoin that this was an April
Fool's edition (albeit two weeks early) and
no, sorry guys , Brooke isn 't really coming
to Brooklyn . What do you think "ou~ id
ers" thought? More to the point , what do
you think it says about the opinion we
hold of ourselves? I think it is very ad
that parents, prospective students and
other visitors will , for the next few months
until a new is ue comes out, pick up the

Justinian to see what BLS students are
thinking and instead see two pages of BLS
mockery.
The silliness of the issue could be overlooked, however, were it not for the meanspiritedness of some of the "jokes" . Most
of the items in the lists on Page Two were
in very poor taste . Granted, all law students welcome a little levity-satire such
as Second Circus is fun. But given the
relative infrequency of the Justinian publication, it seems that the sophmoric April
Fools section was merely a lazy, National
Enquirer-like way to grab some auention . The result is another example of the
"sleazy lawyer-in-the-making" attitude
described by Jenny-Anne Martz in her letter to the Editor of the arne Justinian
issue-the words '" comful" and "blase"
are particularly relevant. What kind of
lawyers will result from students who
think that humor is nasty little zingers
aimed at hurting people and disparaging
the law school? Maybe, I too am overreacting , but the Justinian speaks to the
outside world as the collective voice of
BLS student . The voice of this issue is ,
I think , harsh, self-deprecating and hardly
representative of the way any of us want
others to ee our school.
Finally, within the real paper, I have a
problem with unsigned editorials which
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The Editor Responds:
While I believe Ms. Rhodes' letter is
an attempt at constructive criticism, a
number of points require clarification if
not outright correction. Plans for an April
Fool's issue were made known to the student body via leaflets on bulletin boards
throughout the school during the month
of March . In fact, we received some of
the student pieces included in the edition
in response to the fliers . The April Fool's
issue should thus not have come as much
of a surprise to members of the Brooklyn
Law School community. Furthermore, the
timing of the issue prior to April 1st was
not mere caprice. It had to be released
before April I st, because by that date the
entire student body had already left for
spring break .
Ms . Rhodes ' suggestion that the issue
would have a particularly harmful impact
on visitors to the Prince Evidence Competition suggests either that none of the material was laugh worthy or that our visitors
were too ignorant to realize that the cover
sheet was an April Fool--despite the clear
cover date of Apri I 1st, the obvious
p eudonyms, and ridiculous story lines
and photographs. And if any reader remained in the dark after finishing the front
page , the second masthead--on page one
of the "real" issue- hould have shown
him the light. At any rate, I hardly think
the timing of the Prince Competition
should dictate editorial decision making .
Amy Rhodes '90
As to the claim of "mean-spiritedness ,"

accuse professors of grave charges citing
no facts to back the allegations up, specifically, "Justice Begins at Home", p. I I.
Although I agree that a system to investigate charges of unfair grading should be
implemented if deemed neces ary, editorials which imply a lot and evidence nothing are not only unethical journalism
but, as you certainly must know, are the
stuff of law suits in the "real world ." Why
is the Justinian staff so cowardly? If
you're going to make accusations, don't
cloak it with vague references to unspecified improprieties; do some investigative reporting and give us the whole
story. (If the view wasn't that of the
editors, or at least of the staff, why was
it blocked off in the body of the paper,
rather than part of the "Letters to the
Editor" group? Notations that the view
doesn't reflect the opinions of the editors
further exemplifiy your chicken-heartedness).
Brooklyn Law School admittedly has
problems which need to be overcome, but
it helps nothing and no one when the
school newspaper makes ungrounded accu at ions and stupid , hurtful jokes . As
Ms. Martz wrote in her letter to you in
the last issue, ''I'm sure the percentage of
sleazy lawyers-in-the-making at Brooklyn
Law School is about the same as the percentage of sleazy lawyers admitted to the
Bar. But do we have to advertise it?"
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The Final Chqpter
by Robert J ~ Roth

Dickens' immortal opening ' line from A Tale of Two Cities describes my law-school career to a T: "It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times."
more positive things to say about your work
Start to finish , the law-school experience is frought
with emotional highs and lows. Isebre the student
ever sets foot in a classroom, decisions abound : to
go part-time or full-til e, directly from college or
take a year off, get a part-time job or just study and
be poor. These decisions weigh heavily not only on
the student but on his family, as well.
Then comes first year, and reality sets in-hard .
Now the student must juggle studying with maintaining personal and professional relationships andperhaps most frightening-paying for this three- or
four-year jaunt. Leaming a whole new classroom
language (that enables the student to " think like a
lawyer") while enduring the time-honored rigors of
the Socratic method adds up to agita for the first-year
student. First year is truly the worst of times.
With the second year comes the resolve of a seasoned veteran hardened by front-line experiences in
the trenches called first year. Nihilism , rather than
the overbearing professor has become the student's
main adversary . This second-year phenomenon is a
product of two forces : the shedding of first-year compul siveness and the realization that no matter what
study method is employed , grades refuse to move
outside the range established the year before . Besides, there are no longer any five -credit courses to
boost you back into the running for top 15 percent.
As one emerges from second year, certain things
become clear that often work to lessen the sting of
the grading tigma . In thi s category is the realization
either through clinical programs or outside work experiences that there are practicing attorneys who have

than
your professors do. Additionally, students often find
that employers are more interested in demonstrated
ability than in impressive transcripts . Perhaps the
most enjoyable aspect of second year is that by this
point many of us have had the opportunity to develop
friendships that will endure long after the diplomas
are passed out.
Third year leaves many students feeling like
Lebanese hostages anxiously awaiting their release.
If only' someone would please let them go a year
early . Boredom runs rampant. This syndrome is
especially acute among students who have firm job
offers for the following fall. Alas, for them there i
no escape from the holding tank . And for those less
fortunate , third year means an imminent release into
a hostile world with the clock ticking on impending
loan repayments. For these students, the nights are
less kind . Dreams that induce malarial ike night
sweats haunt them . Tty think, all this for a mere
twenty-four thousand dollars!
For most of us , thankfully , the future is not so
bleak . While corporate-level salaries elude most of
us, many members of this year's graduating class
will find meaningful employment in less lucrative
but less sweatshoplike firms or agencies . For some ,
opportunities will surface more quickly than for
others. We must remember that attending law school
was an act voluntarily undertaken . No guarantees
came with the acceptance letter. In the final analysis,
BLS as an institution has kept its commitment to
provide quality legal education and opportunities for
its students.

CORRESPONDENCE

"Justice"
Continued
the articles should have been taken in the
spirit in which they were offered . Some
gibe perhaps were not as tame as others,
but only readers with the thinnest of skins
would have been particularly offended. If
BLS students were totally incapable of
laughing at themselves, we would truly
be in a sorry state .
While discretion may be the better part
of valor, I fail to see how Ms. Rhodes can
concluc.e that the decision to print the
piece Justice Begins at Home was an act
of cowardice. The article was not an editorial. It ran with the other student-opinion
pieces on the correspondence page . The
headline introducing the piece, A Student
Speaks Out , amplifies this point. That the
article was unsigned is of minimal significance for two reasons : First, the student
author had already voiced his/her accusations both, directly to the professor involved and to the dean of students to no
avail. At no point did the student attempt
to conceal his/her identity from either the
professor or the administration . Second,
the decision not to print the student's name
was intended to minimize the chilling effect a byline might have on students who
need to voice their concerns on equally
controversial matters in the future.
It has consistently been our policy at
The Justinian to provide a forum for the
BLS community.
There will always be disagreements as
to which views are worthy of this forum .
In our opinion, the student involved had
a legitimate point worthy of space in the
newspaper. We did not view it as an
anonymous attempt to get even or the mere
grumblings of a disenchanted student.
And if some students do not share our
views on editorial discretion, we welcome
their comments , as they enable The Justinian to fulfill its very purpose: the exchange of ideas .
.
Robert J . Roth
The author is the former Editor-in-Chief
Published
by BrooklynWorks, 1988
of The Justinian .

Editor' s Note : Not including the Professor's name in this exchange on "Justice"
was an editorial decision to focus attention
on the issue of academic accountability
rather than on specifically attacking any
member of our FacuLty . The author of
"Justice" had made the point earlier that
such compLaints are rare at BLS . We hope
discussions of such nature will not be seen
simpLy as an attack on our School, but
instead as part of a vitaL discourse concerning how our School can improve.

To The Editor:
This letter is a response to the letters
that attacked the "Speak Out" commentary
printed in the April I issue of the Justinian .
First of all, on the question of anonymity: the writer of the commentary wished
to remain nameless for a very important
and legitimate reason, one having nothing
to do with cowardice, as Mr. Brown
suggested . The writer wished to remain
nameless, as did the other students whose
feelings the writer represented, out of fear
of reprisals . Plaintiffs are sometimes permitted to litigate lawsuits anonymously for
the very same reason. Anonymity is a tool
that allows freedom of expression and pursuit of individual rights in a real world
that often discriminates against people
who exercise those rights .
Rest assured that the students who feel
to the bottom of their hearts that the Professor involved graded his exam papers
improperly have made their feelings
known, in person, to the deans of this
school. Should the Professor care to know
who his accusers are (and as a tenured
professor, I assure you, he couldn ' t care
less), he has only to ask . But the deans
of this school have made it quite clear that
the protections of the tenure system are to
be upheld . And if a few students are hurt
along the way , well that's a smali'price
to pay for academic freedom (a small price
for the professor, not the students). The
important thing is that a professor who
has long since stopped caring about his
job can continue to do the bare minimum ,
without review . After'all, he'll retire soon ,
and then the administration will hire a
younger, more vital professor. Of course

Looking back on my three years at BLS, I can't
say that I harbor any particularly bitter feelings toward the school. It still has a long way to go in terms
of aggressive attempts in placement. While we all
realize that students must take on the primary burden
of finding a job, substantially greater efforts must
be devoted to assisting the non-top-IS percent of the
student body . After all , these are the same people
who very soon will be alumni . And embittered students do not make particularly generous alumni . It ' s
time the administration addressed thi s problem with
the same zeal it has exhibited in pursuing top faculty ,
planning expanded facilities , and purchasing downtown Brooklyn real estate . It must not lose sight of
the needs of BLS' s, current denizens at the expense
of long-term goals.
Finally, as outgoing editor-in-chief of The Justinian, I would like to thank all those individuals on
the' staff who have made this past year a particularly
enjoyable one. Specifically, I'd like to thank Gail
Rothman for her professional ism and talent in editing
pieces ranging from public interest to securities law,
. c.W. Chin for his enthusiasm and industriousness,
Bruce Kaufman for his ability to clearly articulate
his views, Stan Lee for his cynical wit , Esther Rowin
for bringing new meaning to the concept of "deadline," Freddy Jacobs for his flexibility in photographing events on a moment's notice, and Ruth Bernstein,
Ethan Gerber, Risa Messing, Judith Norrish, Brian
Rattner, Darren Saunders, and Rosemary Townley
for the many articles they have contributed over the
past years . Further, I'd like to thank the many organizations such as L.A .W . that provided us with
news updates and articles when we were unable to
provide coverage directly . Finally , I'd like to thank
all the faculty and students who have contributed to
the newspaper, be it through article , graphics , or
letters to the editor. You have helped us carry out
our purpose: to provide a forum for the BLS community . For thi s, I thank you all .

by then it ' ll be too late for those poor
students . And too late to prevent the damage to the standard of excellence BLS has
set for itself and its students.
The letter written by Mr . Brown in the
last issue had many errors in fact , not to
mention an accusatory tone that was unwarranted . Mr . Brown based his arguments on his mistakes. I will not waste
time and space to refute each and every
problem with the letter, but the most important one does bear addressing .
The writer of the commentary was not
speaking for him or herself only , but for
many people . It seems that the professor's
"Guess My Grade?" system backfired this
year. He guessed wrong on more papers
this year than he has in recent years. But
even the most arbitrary grades will only
affect relatively few students. That's why
it's so difficult to prove there was any
wrongdoing.
In a completely arbitrary grading systern, chances are only a very few people
will be dissatisfied with their grade. You
will have several classes of students in
such a situation: There will be a majority
who get in the mid-80's. That's about right
for the majority of students, or if it seems
a little low, it's not enough to complain
strongly about. Then you have the people
who got high grades who probably deserved them. No problem there. Then you
have the people who got high grades and
didn't deserve them like the one student
who barely wrote a ;entence on her fourth
esay and got a 90. She's not going to complain, and neither is anyone else in that
class. Then you have the people who got
bad grades and probably deserved them,
and finally, the statistically small group
of students who got bad grades and know
they couldn't possibly have deserved
them . Especially when they finally do get
to see their exam papers and go over them
with the Professor and he can't tell them
what ' s wrong. All 'he can talk about is the
first part of the first question . After question I A he-can ' t remember anything about
the answers he was looking for, or even
the questions he asked . did he grade question I A only, and flesh the rest of the
grades out from there? Is that a legitimate
method of grading test papers that asked
for knowledge that covered a whole semester of a Contracts course?
There are student who feel these arguments are groundless. Either they got a
good grade and don't want to think that
they didn't deserve it, or they feel that a
professor wouldn't do anything wrong. To
these people we say , "Wake up!" I would

never want a lawyer who didn't even stick
up for his or her o\Vn rights , and argue
tho e rights to the last appeal.
Rather than being cowardly , it takes
great strength to write coherently about
something so personally upsetting . It take
courage to go out on a limb and organize
a committee to complain to the deans when
one feels that a great injustice has been
done . The only thing to do in such a situation is register the complaints , and build
up a record of circumstantial evidence
against this professor (who is not likely
to step forward and admit his impropriety).
I can assure you it is a terrible terrible
feeling to know that a wrong has been
committed, and find that no one will do
anything about it. If you know any students who feel they have been wronged
in this way, they do not need or deserve
your disdain . Whether you agree with
th~~ or not, they could use some sympa y
Name witheld at student's request
To the Editor:
No one at BLS, not even those of us
who sincerely believe that a certain contracts professor has been delinquent in his
duties, would want to SU?jec~ any facu.lty
member to a McCarthy-ltke Interrogatton
just because a few students feel they have
been shortch~ng~. However, there are
bound to be SItuatIOns, regardless of how
rare, which require a minimal amount of
inve~tigation by the ad~inistratio~ to determtne whether certain allegatIons of
wrongdoing have merit. Although it is
nice to belie~e. that law professors are
a~ve . the fraIltIes of ~~man. nature, ~y
bellevtng so, ~e ad~IOIstrat!on m~y In
fact be condomng the Issuance of arbItrary
gra~es to countless first year stude!'ts. As
the only body capable of protectIng the
Interests of the students as well as the fac~lty, the administration is under an.obligatlOn to develop a procedure whIch can
adequa~ely deal WIth such .problems as
theyanse.
.
T~e stud~nt who respo~ded to the artIcle
p.u~ltshed. tn the Apnl lSs~e of t~~ Justlntan attnbuted the author s SUspICIon to
the ~ere fact that he/she may not have
receIved the grad~ he/she thought they deserved . The fact IS, however, that the author was not speak.ing as an individual,
but as a representat~ve of a larg~ number
of students who stncerely belteve that
continued on page 16
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continued from page 15

there is ~uffic i ent evide nce to call this profe ssor's conduct into question. It is of
course virtuall y impossible to obtain any
"smoking gun" evidence in thi s type of
situation . However, there is enough ci rcumstantial evidence to ca t erious doubt
as to whether this professor actually
graded his exams.
All semester we heard from . econd year
students that this professor grades hi s
exams by casti ng them down the stairwell
to see which ones land the furthest. Of
course, we attributed thi s to the fact that
they were up et about their own grade
and never took their allegations verY jseriously. This all changed when the , first
emester grades were posted . A large
number of the be t students, who h d received con isten tl y high grades in allltheir
other classes, had recieved grades in the
70 's and low 80's in contracts. Evetone
was dumbfounded . If it had been o~e or
two students, no one would have thought
twice about it. Obvio usly, students re ~e ive
unexpectedl y low grades every se mel ter,
but this was more tha n a few studen s. A
tudent who had received the Am Jur
award in torts and legal writing as well as
90 's in civ pro and legal process had received a 78 in con trac ts. Conver~ely,
another student who had recieved 70's in
all hi s/her clas!.e~. wi th the exception of
8 1 in legal writing . received the Am Jur
Award in contracts. In add iti on, al though
the exam consisted of fo ur essays ~ac h
worth 25 point~, one student who onl y
managed to write a couple of sente nce!.
toward the last essay received a 90 {i'1 the
course. How is that pos ible? The Ii~t ~oes
on and on. I challenge the adminisjr- ion
to review all the tran scripts a nd detdr ine

GAYS

how many contrac ts grades are inconsi te nt with all the other grade on a student 's
transcripts. The dispari ties will oon become apparent.
Of cour e, there are plenty of st udents
who received grade comparable to"fheir
ability. However, that can also be attributed to the luck of the draw. Thi professor wa very carefu l to grade alo ng the
c urve. Only after a handful of exams are
exami ned by another profe sor to determine whether an entire re-evaluation is
warranted , will we ever really know the
truth . Although grading can be very subjective. there is a big difference between
finding that one professor may have given
a student an 87 instead of an 84 and finding
that a st udent who received a 78 de erved
a 92. Grad ing can not be that . ubjective .
The students who received high grades
should have no cause to worry about the
possibility of an inve tigation if they were
deserving of those grades.
It wa not until a few of us went to see
the professor per onally that our suspi cions begin to materialize . The professor,
in fact, flatly refused to all ow us to look
at our own exams. Instead , we heard a
di scourse on how. in hi s day, fifty percent
of the fi rst year class failed in order to
weed out those ·tudents whom the faculty
felt were incapable of pas . ing the bar
exam. ince BLS prides itself on it. open
door policy. thi s attitude seemed extreme ly out of place . What possible reason
could he have to deny u acce s to our
own paper~ ~ Even the professor seemed
surpri sed. and a bit embarrassed, at one
student who accompa nied me to hi s office.
si nce thi s students was obv iously one of
the mo t brilliant students in the class. Not
until the admin istration exerted orne authori ty, were tudellts permitted to see

,I
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To the Editor:
Michael Le her, in his letter reprilJted
in the April 18, 1988 Justinian , misrepresents the position of Gay and Lesbian ~aw
Students. Mr. Lesher defends Professor
Ronayne 's use of the word "faggot" du~ing
one of his classes and attack gay mem~ers
of the class for accusing Prof sor
Ronayne of bigotry in an anonymou letter.
I
Professor Ronayne has an unquestipnable right to think what he wants, and an
equal right to express hi views i1 the
proper form . The professor's lectern s the
proper forum from which to instruc~ students, not to insult them . Profhsor
Ronayne , and any other member
the
Law School community, ha a right to
advance their ideas upon homosexuality
during a balanced discu s ion that !deals
with the issue and does not degenerate
into in ults. Professor Ronayne, hoJever ,
u ed the most insulting word that c~n be
thrown at a gay man during a "joke!' that
had no relevance to any class di scuf ion .
Legal instruction and legal argume~tation
are founded upon rationality and r1 pecl.
Words such a " faggot," "kyke,", "nigger ," "chink," " pic ," or "bitch" ar~ ymbois of b.lind hatred and closed ;nind .
These word!. are NEVER appropriate in a
legal classroom.
Profes or Ronay ne' u e of the word
" faggot " is particularly di sturbing ,because
it sends a clear mes age th i:lt homophobi a
i tolerated and even encouraged at BL
The lesbian and gay ~ lud e nts in the cia s
who wrote to the Ju stini an were understandably afraid to sign their names or
peak up in class . I it so surpri ing that
the gay students were afraid to identify
them elve to a profe sor who had publicly insulted them ? Is it so urprisinq. that
gay student were afraid to stand up before
their classmates who were laughing at the
"Cuban faggot "?
Michael Le her claims that the e tudent . demand that "faggot" not be u ed
in cia reveal a ini ter homo exual plot
to produce a world " bare of all moral judgments." On the contrary we are fighting
for a truly moral world . We do not demand

or

that Professor Ronayne , or Michael Lester , think like we do; we do demand that
Professor Ronayne not abuse his position
by insulting those who think differently
than he doe . We hope that the administration of BLS will do more to foster an
atmosphere in which gay and lesbian students feel comfortable . We are angry at
our straight classmates who rip down our
poster and who write " kill faggot I , and
"Got AIDS yet , Homo?" on the bathroom
stall s and library carrels we much use .
Most importantly , we hope that all lesbian
and gay students will become more open
and vocal. Anti-gay bigotry can only be
defeated by taking it head on .
Luke Martland
Julie Murphy
Co-chairs
(Gay and Lesbian Law Students)
To the Editor
At the ri k of appearing to suggest that
Mr. Lesher 's commentary ha any merit ,
I begin in tead from the premi se that he
is s imply suffering the ill of ignorance.
I therefore addres hi s commentary in the
hope that it will serve to enlighten him .
It eems Mr. Lesher doe n't under tand
the meaning of the word "bigotry." I
should begin by pointing out that bigotry
is NOT an "excu e for local publicity ." A
bigot, as defined by Web ter's dictionary ,
is "one who hold blindly and intolerantly
to a particular creed." I emphasize the
words "bli ndl y" a nd " intolerantly" and
suggest that Mr. Le her re-read his letter
with this definition in mind.
Mr. Lesher' s confused analysis seem
to sugge t that lesbians and gay men can't
be the victims of bigotry because the issue
i one of morality and the difference between right and wrong, rather than prejudice, ignorance and elf-righteous intolerance, which can only be di mi ed with
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their own papers . A few students who had
the honor of having the profe sor review
their exam said that he focused o n the
first part of the first es ay, but then cou ld
barely remwmber the other que tions. let
alone tell them what he was looking for.
Something about "a flash of brilliance"
was th£ standard response.
Of cour e, no one can say for sure
whether thi s profe or read his exam .
However, there are certai nl y grounds for
susp ic ion. According to the ad mini tration. even if it were true, there is nothing
they can do . The admi nistra tion chooses
to ignore thi s situation for fear that an
investi gation into thi s profe or's grading
practices would open the flood gates to unwarranted acc usations against other faculty member. The fact is, however , that
thi s kind of o utrage is rare at BLS . All
the students that I know who rece ived low
grade in other courses felt satisfied after
having reviewed their exams with their
profe sors. A committee establi hed for
these sorts of problems compri ed of students. faculty members and administration
could certainly weed out the unsupported
claims from those which may require
further inve ti gation. At leas t the students
wo uld have an opportunit y to air their grievances. Some student who wen t to the
adm ini stration were actually told th at if
they pursued thi ~ any further, the y could
be hurting their law sc hool career by being
branded a complainer. That is the reason
why the author of the origi nal art icle did
not sign hi Iher own name .
I would just like to add tha t it is not the
grade that bothers mo t of us, it is the
se nse of frustration that , if it i true, no
oone care s and no one is willing to do
any thing about it. Sure , anyone can get a
low g rade on an exam they feel they were

all prepared for , but when yo u get a low
grade si mpl y because a certain professor
may have been too lazy or too disinterested
to grade his papers, that is devastating .
In support of "J ustice"

Loan Forgiveness

To the Editor:
The r.eputation of BLS is on the uprise
and omething that can further thi s movement is the implementation of a loan assistance or loan forgiveness program to
afford students a meaningful choice to
enter the field of public ervice.
Public interest law is a vital segment of
the legal profession . It provides a vehicle
for the protection of basic fundamental
rights including access to ju tice which
would be otherwise unavailable to worthy
litigants who have little or no money. Ironically , for such an essential part of the law
there is initially little financial reward .
Consequently , the costs of obtaining a
legal education present a substantial obstacle to those individuals who are or
would be disposed to public interest law .
In thi s light , a loan a ista nce program
would provide a welcome relief for those
individual committed to public intere t
law but are hindered by the heavy burden
of acc umulated loans, whic h can ave rage
$20,000-$30,000 and more upon graduation.
Although the methods of loan a sistance
varies, the basic technique is to re tructure
the students' debt obligation. For example, the chool or an independent organization , uch as a Public Interest Law
Foundation (PILF) would pay the students' loans and allow the student to reimburse the beneficiary at a much s lower
rate, reducing the initial impact of paying
off the loans. This enables the student to
pursue a career 'in the public sector free
from the shock of substantial financial obligations .
According to the National Association
of Public Interest Law (NAPIL), there are
presently 14 law school s that offer loan
assistance or forgiveness programs .
Moreover 35 other law school are currently looking into establishing such programs. The goal of the Student Loan As·'proof."
sistance Committee is to see BLS among
One can't help but wonder what kind
those institutions that offer such programs.
of " proof' Mr. Lesher is looking for: Is
I would urge students interested in Public
it proof that two people (of the same ex!)
interest law to keep an eye out for updates
who share a life together are equally deon BLS progress on loan assistance in the
nied benefits given to heterosexual
fall and encourage them to take this opporcouples? Is it proof that a person can be
tunity to get involved in this worthwhile
legally prohibited from see ing their lover
project which can provide a valuable fuwho is confined to a hospital after a serious
ture resource.
accident or because they are dying from
Andrea Sharrin
AIDS? Is it proof that lesbians and gay
Member, Student Loan
men can have their children taken from
Assistance Committee
them because the judge thinks they are
unfit parents? Is it proof that gay men
can't rent an apartment because the landlord is afraid he ' ll get AIDS? How about
proof clo er to home--consider the fact
The Brooklyn Law School Democrats
that countless lesbians and gay men have
been fired from law firms becau e of their and the Brooklyn Law School Young Resex ual orientation-and the effect thi s has publicans co-spon ored a bipartisan voter
on tho e lesbian and gay student currently registration drive during the week of April
18th· through the 22nd . Individuals repreattending BLS .
enting each group regi tered tudent in
If the Gay and Le bian Law Students
the
cafeteria between 1-2 pm and 5-6 pm .
are "spurred by an immoral goal" (namely ,
equal protection of the law) does Mr. As a result of the e effort , more than fifty
Le her feel the same is true of blacks, applications were completed during the
women, handicapped people and other week. In addition, many registration
minoritie who have had to fight for rec- form were distributed to tudents on beognition of the fact that they deserve equal half of friends and relatives.
Our thanks to the following students
treatment by the law? l f the truggle for
equality constitute "i rre pon ible th ink- who participated in making the registraing" I'm relieved to know I' m on the "i m- tion drive such a succes : Doug Cohn ,
Harry Dunsker, Robin Garson , Jan
moral," "corrupt" ide!
If Mr. Lesher hasn' t been persuaded to Gowthrop, Debbie Gruskin , Jack Heinreconsider his thinking, perhap the fact berg, Jo hua Just, Jerry Maline , Lenny
that he is in good company will serve as Mark , Steven Reiss, Elizabeth Salmon ,
so lace . After all, Mr. Lesher's view have Alexis Santa Maria , Cheryl Savetz, Jeff
been shared by the likes of Adolf Hitler, Schagren, Anthony Scheller, Larry
Jerry Falwell and, of cour e, Jimmy Scherer, Bennett Silver tein , Brian SolSwaggart . But maybe this will erve as a omon, and Martin Valk .
warning-if you're not careful, Mr.
Steve Reiss ,
Larry Scherr,
Le her, your destiny may be as their .
Pres ident
President
Ro emary DiSavino BLS Democrat BLS Young Republican

R~gistration Drive ·
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CORRESPONDENCE
To the Edi tor:
An open letter to the person who stripped
my bike.
Although you may have the costliest
parts of my bicycle, you will never possess
my wonderful memories of riding aboard
that fine Atala. Since you have stolen so
much I thought you should know of all
that you may never obtain. The stripped
bike behind the elevators has a history of
its own that my family has enjoyed for
nearly two decade .
Bom in Italy, a product of the late six"
ties, the Atala first belonged to a wealthy
Manhattan resident. I iqlagine the bike
was christened along the paths of Central
Park. My father purchased the Atala from
its original owner in 1971 for $90. On
weekends he would take the bike through
the park while I, age 8, pedaled furiously
to keep up with him. I rode a little Peugeot
fold-up, with white Michelin tires. More '
than that Peugeot itself, I loved the
chequered flag that attached to the brake
wire and read "PEUGEOT-RECORD
DU MONDE ."
As one may guess, I grew up impatiently waiting to be tall enough to ride
my father's Atala . I was always concerned
with the bike's physical fitness-in anticipation of a change in ownership (from him
to me!). Once, when an offer to purchase
the bike was made I was adamant that he
reject the offer .
In September of 1985 , my first year of
law school, Dad turned the bike over to
my care . [ brought the bike into a shop,
had the cables changed the cranks oiled
and a steam cleaning that brought the bike
back to its original elegance.
I would use the bike to return from the
library when I stayed after midnight.
Walking home was out of the question
because Court Street seemed so deserted
and menacing to pedestrians. Aboard the
Atala , I could get home safely in two minutes, travelling too fast for even the fittest
of criminals to catch me .

et al.: The Justinian

Booklets for 1989-90
Crime Victil11s JUDICIAL
FELLOWS

The bike ' s most glorious moment, howThe Brooklyn District Attorney's
ever, probably came my Second year in
Office has released two new booklets
law school. [had entered the 38 kilometer
Citibank Five-Borough Bike Tour with ' for crime victims.
"Crime victims, many of whom
friends Ethan Gerber and Steve Gold. We
have suffered terrible trauma, are
biked on that splendid day in April from
often further confused and intimi7:00 am to 4:00 pm and strengthened the
dated by a criminal justice system
bonds of friendship that generally do not
which appears to be too often insensidevelop from ordinary law school active to their plights," said Brooklyn
quaintances. We woke up early that SunD.A. Elizabeth Holtzman. "These
day (Ethan and Steve never really slepttwo publications are designed to help
they had been out all night drinking to the
victims get the services they need,
Law Review elections) breakfasted,
whether psychological , material or
biked, lunched, biked, biked and biked
physical, and to help allay the fears
until a wonderful exhaustion took hold .
of
child crime victims ," she added.
We were windburned and sunburned, but
The first book, "Counseling Serabove all-damn proud of our commemoravices for Victims of Crimes." is a
tive Citibank Tee-Shirt .
comprehensive listing of services for
Fall of '87 began, on a very depre sing
Brooklyn crime victims . It lists sernote . Someone.began a slow and constant
vices for victims of child abuse,
vandalization of my bike. I wish I had
spouse -abuse , elder abuse, rape and
removed the Atala immediately. Now it
sexual
abuse, and anti-gay and antiis too late - the bike is almost worthless
lesbian violence including hours,
now. I imagine the person who got away
fees, languages spoken , and services
with the fine Campagnolo parts i quite
offered. It contains information on
content. What he/she does not know, howshelters for crime victims, financial
ever, is exactly how much they left beassistance , and day care and transporhind.
tation for crime victims. "Counseling
Dawn Dubois '88
Services
for Victims of Crimes" will
Any information leading to the vandal
be given to adult crime victims by the
would be appreciated and can be left at
D.A . 's Sex Crimes, Investigation and
the iustinian.
Criminal Court Bureaus, by the Crime
Victims Counseling Unit, and by the
Sex Crimes unit of the Police Department.
The second book , geared towards
helping child crime victims understand how the criminal justice process
works, is titled "A Book to Help
You." It describes the officials children might interact with as they go
through the criminal justice system,
such as police officers, detectives,
doctors , and assistant di trict attorneys . It also discu es signing complaints, testifying, and the use of
anatomical dolls . "A Book To Help
You" will be distributed by assistant
district attorneys to all children in
cases where arrests have been made.

To the Editor:
the bastion of Brooklyn Law School. Con- as the system stands, may well be true.
An open letter to the female faculty at sciously, and with a majority of men at But, am I to be penalized as a student for
Bnoklyn Law School:
its helm, the school has made an extraor- my conscious choices and for my differdinary effort to relieve itself of the legal ences? The true feminists amongst us seek
As difficult as it is for women in law establishment's prejudices against women and have always fought for fl.l,J;!..damental
school, it is additionally difficult for those in the law. It has provided a work place change. We are very revolutionary. We
of us whose experiences are framed by and equitable professional experience for don't want to perpetuate heirarchy and 'agdifferences image, minority status, lan- many young female legal educators . But, gression that has been historically, and
guage barriers, lesbianism and/or poverty. on the other hand, feminist students, like typically, associated with the arenas domiSuch experiences shouldn't be handicaps myself, have continued to suffer irrepara- nated by a male power structure . We want
as femaleness shouldn 't be either. Yet, a ble harm under its aegis. Instead of finding to see cooperation and equal ity for
few of us who have had the courage to an environment wherr I would be encour- everyone .
acknowledge our own societally enforced aged and, hopefully, find a professional
The sixties taught feminists that, belimitations and have sought ome affirma- mentor, I have found my elf discouraged tween the two prevailing methodologies
tion from our female professor, are often by a majority of the female professors and of action, female passivity and male agridiculed, condescended to, blatantly re- administrators that I have encountered. I .gression, assertiveness is what would truly
buffed, and treated with extreme impati- am constantly being told that my way of bring change . It joins humanity and
ence. The impatience hurts the most. I thinking i too inappropriate to succeed in doesn't recreate a dominant/subordinate
clas structure. Even as my politics conhave been exhorted to forget my age , my la~ school.
Brooklyn ' large faculty of women , in tinue to grow more radical and I reflect
years on the welfare roles , my politics,
my educational deficiencies, my past work itself is encouraging . Today , role models upon my own historical perception and
experience and my status as a single par- are available . For one like myself that is experience , I believe trongly that radical
ent. Forget about these experiences that an apparent change and a step ahead since change comes out of assertive action rather
have made me a radical feminist ... ! 1964. (The year in which I should have than out of aggression. I am too old to
Forget about who I am ... !, instead of graduated from college.) But, we all know want to trash authority without re pons iradical feminist . .. ! Forget about who I appearances can be deceiving. After all , bility. After all, even with the hange
am . .. !, instead of building on a found- what good is. the appearance of female that did Come out of our aggre sive actions
ation of my experiences, my female pro- role models if those models choose to plav of the ixtie , look how far behind we
fes ors warn me to start anew . The very the same role as the males who came be- have come today . Yet, I till want to quescharacteri tics that make me a feminist fore . My experience as a radical feminist tion , analyze and then , see created, a new
and spurred my desire to que tion author- has taught me that apparent change is far methodology to replace the oppression of
ity and to study the law are the very charac- from fundamental change. More women authority . My female profe sors aren ' t a
teristics that have made law school so dif- working has never meant less oppression. open minded to my probing as I ' d hoped
ficult for me . They are my only experi- We all know the statistics: fifty-nine cents they might be .
ences and they are invalidated by my to the dollar, male decision makers and
I understand that the female faculty
female professors.
supervisors,
unemployment
amongst came up the hard way, without any role
As a veteran of the feminist movement minority males , lower paid work force, models. But, if they are truly going to put
for thirty years, my law schooling at etcetera and so forth. The rhetoric still action into their feminist lip service, the
Brooklyn has increased my skepticism applies.
female faculty has g t to rid itself of its
about my future in the law. Despite its
At Brooklyn, the women who have been own incorporation of lessons in t \e law
public image as the law school that has teaching me the law, teach me that I will that perpetuate the dominance of some
the largest female faculty in the country, fail as a lawyer in the profe sion unless lover the many. Our law school should not
I find the system of oppression, that I've am, as they try to be, aggressive and mas; continue to be elitist, accepting only the
pent my life fighting, alive and well at culine in my outlook upon the law . That, opinions of those who would maintain the
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PROGRAM
The Judicial Fellows Commi sion
is inviting applications for the 198990 Judicial Fellows Program. The ~
Program , established in 1972, is pattemed after the White House and Congressional Fellowships. The Judicial
Fellows Program seeks to attract and
select outstanding individuals from a
variety of disciplinary . backgrounds
who have an interest in judicial administration and who show promise
of making a contribution to the
judiciary.
Two Fellows will be chosen to
spend a year, beginning in September
1989, in Washington , D.C. at the Supreme Court of the United States or
the Federal Judicial Center. Candidates should be familiar with the judicial ystem, have at least one postgraduate degree and two or more
year of successful professional experience. Fellowship stipends are
based on salaries for comparable govemment work and on Fellows' salary
hi tories but will not exceed the GS
15 , step 3 level, presently $58 ,567.
Information about the Judicial Fel low Program and on application procedures is available upon request from
Vanessa Yarnall, Associate Director,
Judicial Fellow Program, Supreme
Court of the United States, Room 5,
Washington, D.C. 20543 . (202) 4793374. Application materials should be
submitted by November 15 , 1988 .

status quo. A law school environment that
is capable of encouraging and fostering
some strong new ideologies is necessary
to any movement for progress.
I only ask that those, allegedly feminist,
professors take into account and validate,
if you will, all experience. Law school is
extraordinarily difficult for me and for
others like me who are atypical students.
But, after all, every female law student,
less than seven years ago, was the atypical
student. Today especially, at Brooklyn,
where women predominate as students,
the time has come to accommodate every
atypical student with an educational
method that doesn't alienate the individual. The teaching method is important.
The changed attitude of the teachers i
essential.
Discrimination against women takes
many forms. One form is the subjugation
of women by women who wish to maintain
the status quo . The subjugators are comfortable a they are. With all due respect
for those female professors who have
made it to their positions of power, against
great odds , one hopes they can retain some
modicum of traditional female humanity
and humil ity to help others who come from
other experience to shatter the tatus quo
and to take their place side by side in the
legal world . Quantities are irrelevant.
There will never be enough women in the
law if the law continues to reject women's
experience in the larger world. An educational system willing to acknowledge cooperative inter-relationships, team-work,
empowering students and the validity of
each student's unique experience. will be
a very powerful place to work and to learn .
Indeed, such a system will benefit all society", including men . Law school with that
power will effect a real change in our suffering legal system. Ellen D . Bate '88
June, 1988 . Justinian 17
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SUBSTANTIVf WRITING AND ANAlYSIS COURSf

~tMy bar review

course gave me
information.
Marinos SWAC
showed me
how to pass
the bar exam."
Annette Crusseli, Esq
lIla\' think a h.l-;ic har J'l'\i('w
is enough to get you thmugh the
\e\\" York bar exam.
)illl

COUI'SC

'bu'rc \\mng.
A !Ydsic course gives you a lot of law.

But in order to do well on the essavs.
you can't just pam)t back the law: ~'()U
have to be able to apply it to hltt the
points you need to pass.
Thats what Marino's Substantive
Writi~ and Analysis Course (':JWK-)
can teach vou to do. This course is
based on the Marino Method Mr.
Marino will teach you his four step,
systematic essay analysis approach and
will soo.v you hoo' to write an essay

('\'(.'n if you do npt kno", t1~ la\\:
first, he'll clarify and reint()I'Ce the
poinl-; ofla\\" most likely to appear 011
the exam. (Marino predictt'<i ... out of
the 6 essays Oil the past 10 !Ydr exams!)
Then you'll apply these poinl-; of law to

So what are YOLI waiting for?
See your Marino campus represen!ative or call (212) 420-9800 or (201)
6.B-2327, Or write us at liS East 19th
Street, New York, NY 10003.

1~~:;;;~;:r MARINO

essays \\ill he waded in SW!£ than
in any other \\Tiling course.
~W/>£ is offered in a 7, 4, and 2 day
versi(X1. We plan our schedules to try to
accommodate other courses you may
be takirY5.

BAR R[VI[W
PROGRAMS
[ [

New York. NewJersey. Marino makes sense.
Marino BLS Representatives:
~

Joe Canepa
Martin D. Meaney
Peter A. Mazzeo
Richard Toscano

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1988/iss2/1
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Melanie Baumholtz
Michelle Jackson
Mike Dineen
Barry Yablen
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Purpose of Law Joumals
by James Frechter
During my two-year tenure as a member
of the Journal , a question I sometimes
raised with Journal and Law Review colleagues was: " What is the purpose of a
law journal ." The question forced my colleagues to think about the significance of
law journal writing generally and to articulate a philosphical approach to law journal
writing . On only a handful of occasions
did my colleagues formulate what I
thought to be truly thoughtful responses.
That so few of my colleagues formulated
a meaningful response to my question is
significant but not surprising. It is my understimding that such a phenomenon is by
no means limited to Journal and Law Review but reflects a phenomenon that many
law journals experience.
The most obvious and frequently cited
purpose of law journals is to publish
"scholarly" articles on significant aspect
of the law . Such a response, however,
avoids the thrust of my question because
it merely recognizes the ultimate endproduct of ajourna\'s production process.
The publication of well-researched,
thoroughly documented , and "scholarly"
articles is indeed an important part of journal publishing , and journal staff-members
must possess the skills to produce such
articles. Yet , producing "scholarly" arti cles has little to do with the reason for the
existence of law journals .
In pur uing an adequate response to my
question some have suggested that i' is
important to distingui sh articles written by
outside authors from student written a 1; cles. Outside authors are generally
deemed "scholars" in their fields and are
considered competent to develop theories
about the development of a particula:' area
of law . Student authors , becau e of demonstrated writing and analytical ability,
are determined to be capable of analyzing
and articulating extant legal materials but
are often dissuaded from explori ng hereto-

fore unrecognized theories. It is thought
that as students, they have no authority
with which they can support their arguments .
This perhaps is the greatest failing in
law journal writing and the primary reason
my question is often difficult to answer.
Though most journals contain studentwritten articles, student pieces are viewed
predominately as a showcase for academic
excellence rather than as serious legal
commentary . Th is is due to no inherent
limitation on the ability of student authors
but primarily to the myopia of student
editors who do not feel that students are
competent to make statements fo r which
little or no authority can be cited .
Students, are as qualified , if not more
qualified than professional commentators ,
to develop viable solutions to legal problems. While s tuden~ s generally do not posess the experience that an expert develops
only after years of practice and study, a
student's methodology and scope of inquiry , however, are unfettered by decades
of intellectually cu,lstra; j1 lIg specialization in a particular area of law . Students
are usually unconcerned with how articulation of a novel theory will affect their
professional credibility or how their arguments will be received by institutional colleagues, considerations that undoubtedly
affect
professional
commentators.
Moreover, what a student lacks in experience is often offset by excellent research
skills and a desire to master a legal issue .
Every student author must feel a certain
indignance when reading "blue book"
Rules 16. 1.1 and 16. 1.2 which provide in
relevant part: "Except for student-written
law review pieces . . ' . cite the last name
of the author. . and the articles name
... cite student-written law review material s by the designation used in the periodical, such as •Note ,' ' Comment, ' or ' Special Project. ' . ." (Harvard Law Review

Ass' n, A Uniform System of Citation) 91
(I~th
e.d . The
. 1987).
Though a seemingly
et al.:
Justinian
minor cItatIOn detail , this citation rule embodies an institutional belief that studentwritten articles are subordinate to those of
"scholars" in the world of legal criticism.
Also significant in this regard is the situation of a student author's at the end of
her law journal article while an outside
author's name is situated prominently on
the article 's title page . That a student name
" may be indicated parenthetically" at the
end of a citation, according to the new
"Fourteenth Edition" of the authoritative
handbook on legal citation form , does littIe . to improve the institutional perception
of student-written articles .
The goal of law journals is not merely
to publish "scholarly" articles but to provide a forum for commentary aimed at
solving legal problems . To effectively
realize this goal law journal editors and
faculty advisors must recognize that student authors may contribute significantly
to the solution of complex legal problems .
Editors and faculty advisors must resist
the temptation to censure tudent articles
that make an unconventional argument or
adopts an unpopular position .
At least a handful of incoming Journal
and Law Review editors indeed recognize
the importance of student-written law
journal articles , and will encourage student authors to articulate creative approaches to solving legal problems . Increased emphasis on the purpose and importance of student-written law journal articles can lead only to greater recognition
of student-written pieces and the publication of higher quality articles. Ultimately,
we all benefit from encouraging the
brighte t students to articulate their most
creative ideas. Such an approach to our
student-run law journals, however, may
result in the obsolescence of " blue book"
rules 16. 1. 1 and 16. 1.2 but will Harvard
really mind publishing another edition of
the "blue book?"
James Frechter was the Executive Notes
Editor of the Brooklyn Journal of International Law.

FINALE!
The end is near-I hope . Looking back
on several years, it has all been worth it.
It was not all a carousel- the elevator often could not find its way down .
And those times when it did--there
was a great deal of smooth sailing.
To do it all again would be insane.
But I'm glad I gave it a--chance remains .
The bottomless pit is still in viewbut with love could come another. . .
What? you decide. It is , after all, your
energy.
I sit and watch--cautiously-for
what will come ahead of me . When it
is done I'd like to know that like the
past it had its fun . The carousel I hope
will not have won .
PEACE-ISAIAH LORD THOMAS
ANTOINETTE MONICA WOOTEN

OVA TURE
Retum-but do not stay a while-move on and keep the past in mind,
for it will help you on your journey of
growth.
Don't look back and not ahead for
reality exist in more than just one time
my friend .
Take the time to find life's friend
and seek yourself within reality . Do
not forget on your journey of growth
or you will lose that part of thee .
Question-what you ask of me.
Communicate so we all will know .
Never look back with tunnel vision
eyes, and remember dulve deeper than
what is revealed by mine .
'Reality awaits for those who seek
and always is a part of me.
End?
ANTOINETTE MONICA WOOTEN

PAX BOOK EXCHANGE
OFFERS POPULAR
LAW-OUT-LINES:
Blackletter
Cambridge
Legalines
Nutshell
Ryan
Sum and Substance
(Including Audio Cassettes)

American Legal Digests
Siegal's

Gilbert
Finals
Issue Spotting
Law in a Flash

TEXTBOOKS AND MORE!
COME SEE US FOR YOUR BOOK NEEDS.
Pax Book Exchange
108 Lawrence St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201.
(Between Myrtle & Willoughby)
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Dukakis Will Win in '88
By Steven Reiss
After his sma hing victories in the New
York & Pennsylvania Primaries and the
suspension of the campaign of Senator Albert Gore , it appeafs certain that Governor
Michael Dukaki of Massachusetts is
going to be the Democrati c nominee for
Pre iaent in 1988 . Since most, if not all ,
polls have predicted this election to be a
relatively close one which could wellllurn
on who occupies the second position on
the ticket , there are only two questions
that need to be resolved .
They are: (I) who will he choo e to be
his running mate , and (2) will he be victorious in his quest for the presidency?
Dukakis should certainly not select
Rev . Jesse Jackson for his second position. While Jackson has clearly struck a
responsive chord in the hearts of many
Americans, it is my belief that his appearance on the ticket would be a mistake .
This is not to say that Jackson's support
would not be essential . The Democrat
need to retain tho e Jackson upporters,
who ironically are many of the same
people who in years past upported the
candidacies of George Wallace and
Ronald Reagan . Jackson 's campaign
agenda is genuine , and not the product of
political opportuniJLm. But Jackson is an
a tute politician and realizes that a Democratic victory is a prerequisi te to achieve
the political successes he so desi re .
Therefore, Jack on will go all out to campaign for Dukaki s so as to realize from a
Dukaki s Administration the political accomplishments he knows he cannot yet
achieve on his own . Some on the Republican side look to Jackson as the Democrat 's problem and breathe a sigh of relief
that Pat Robertson , their potenti a l
analogue, never materialized . The opinion
of this author is quite the contrary. The
active support of Jesse Jack on is quite
valuable . He is a proven vote getter because not on ly do people agree with him ,
but he ha the ability to motivate his supporter to make their view count by
speaking at the ballot box. This phenome non is especially striking in an electorate
that often appears apathetic , ge nerating
turnouts of barely over fifty percent in
presidential contests. Certainly thi s
phenomenon of low turnout i. not going
to be aided any by the generally pa sionless candidacies of either Michael Dukakis
and George Bush . This author cannot resist reminding readers that Bush actually
begged Republican s to vote for him in a
debate shortly preceeding the ew Hampshire primary and explicitly apologized for
being so boring, but that voters hould
ca t their ballots for him, "warts and all."
In such an emotionle s contest. America
could well be more apa thetic than normal,
and thu ~ an increase in participation by
Democrats motivated by Jacbon would
be even more cri ticaJ.
There i~ strong evidence that Jackson
does not even want to be Vice-President.
In response to a reporter's questi on on this
·ubject. Jackson unequivocally stated that
he does not believe that the nominee,
whether it be Mr. Dukaki s or him ~elf,
should be bound to .offer the second position on the ticket to the runner-up, but
that the winner should be .
The question thus remains a to whom
Dukakis will choose. To answer th is question , one has to be cognizant of the polit ical realitie . . Dukakis i almost certain to
sweep the Northeast , but eems especially
weak in the South, the re gion which will
cast the single greatest number of electo ral
votes. The De moc rats have not won in the
South si nce 1976 , when native son Jimmy
Carter was the nominee . Even then
though , Carter won without winning a
majority of the votes of white S o utherne~
in any state but hi s home state of Georgia.
In fact, the la t time the Democrats won
a majority of the white Southern vote was
in 1964 when Lyndon Johnson trounced
Barry Goldwater. However , even though
Goldwater won only thirty-nine percent of
the vote nationwide and only six state ,
outside of his home state of Arizona , the
other five state were in the South. My
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point is that the Democrats cannot expect
to win in 1988 unless they can curb the
electoral hegemony the Republicans have
demonstrated in the South.
Voters in the South are generally more
conservative than voters in any other region of the country. Thi s is tru, of the
Democrat who re ide there a well. [n
recent years, these moderate and con ervative Democrats have defected from the
party and have established a tendency of
voting Republican in presidential elections. Because of this political reality , a
more moderate or conservative Democrat
on the ticket is essential to its succes .
The Democrat who would be most effective in solving thi s dilemma is Senator
Sam Nunn of Georgia. Howe ver, Nunn
al 0 has the mo t to lose in becoming VicePre ident and thus is unlikely to do o .
Senator Nunn is the powerful chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Committee and
a recognized expert in matters of foreign
policy and defense . Since ilence and
powerlessness are two of the attribu te of
the Vice-Presidency , Dukakis is going to
have to look for a less influential Southerner.Senator Albert Gore, Jr . of Tennessee 'WOUld be an excellent choice. He has
much les to lose since he has been a Senator only since 1985 and thus would not
be cedin g any hard fought seniority or
power. He might even be more effective
nationwide as he is a far better speaker
and campaigner than Mr. Nunn .
A uming then that a Dukakis-Gore
ticket is chosen to compete against George
Bush, the next question that must be addressed is who Bush will choose as hi s
running mate . Bush has already stated that
hi s se lection for Vice-President will be a
reaction to whoever is chosen by the

Host Candidates Program
By Benett Silverstein
The Brooklyn Law School Democrats
sponsored a preprimary program for guest
speakers on behalf of the three Democratic
Presidential Candidates who ran in the
New York primary on April 19 , 1988 .
Invited to address Brooklyn Law School
students were: City Councilman Sam Horwitz for Massachusetts Governor Michael
Dukakis; City Councilwoman Mary Pinkett , for the Reverend Jesse Jackson ; and
Michael Veit, Ohio State Campaign Manager , for Tennessee Senator Albert Gore ,
Jr.
Councilman Horwitz told the audience
that Governor Dukakis 's competence
makes up for his lack of charisma. Dukakis
is a family man with a proven track record
and the ability to do the job . As Governor
of Massachusett , he set innovative programs in motion that had never before
been tried in Massachu etts . He introduced employment training for welfare recipients and improved child care and
health care for the elderly . While accomplishing all this , Dukakis balanced the
tate budget. His performance in these
areas led to hi s being cited as the be t
Governor in all fifty states by Newsweek
magazine .
Councilwoman Pinkett told the students
that Jes e Jackson challenged New Yorkers to do something that has never been
done before . Jes e Jackson offers an alternative to the voters. Hi s candidacy i a
message that emphasizes the significance
of the platform rather than what a candi -
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Democrats . Assuming Bush can be taken
at his word. that would mean that if
Dukakis chao es G o re (a Southerner) ,
Bush would choo~e a Southerner as well .
Thus. the final contest shall take the form
of Dukakis-Gore versus Bush-Southerner.
In terms of image , Dukakis will be
aided by the fact he is perceived as a mode rate, win ning the nomination by defeating a candidate from the party 's left wing
(Jack on) and one from the right wing
(Gore) . Secondly, si nce Jackson was the
one who garnered the union endorsements, Dukakis, unlike Mondale before
him, will not be seen as a stooge of special
interest groups . Finally, Ronald Reaga n
has gotten a great deal of political mileage
from the belief that Democrats are not
competent enough to handle the nation' s
economy. George Bush is certain to contrast Reagan 's America with Carter' s.
While Reagan was quite successful in
using this tactic in 1980 and 1984 , Bush
will be unsuccessful in using it in 1988 .
This is because Dukakis is seen as the
architect of the "Massachusetts Miracle. "
Furthermore, Bush will be burdened with
repeated questions concerning his role in
the Iran-Contra affair.
With the e advantages, Dukakis is

https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1988/iss2/1

date looks like . Councilwoman Pinkett
said that a major priority of Jesse
Jackson' s platform is to halt the exporting
of jQbs and capital to foreign countries.
The time ha come to stop paying for the
Japanese and Korea economies . A major
Jackson goal is to promote reinvestment
in America. Jackson would end ali tax
breaks for corporations that invest in
foreign countries and would spend American money on American economic development. Jackson would end a system
whereby President Reagan saved money
on his own tax policy and limited the
people severely . Increased funding for
education i another major Jackson goal,
M . Pinkett said.
Mr. Veit said that Senator Gore displays
leadership in the field of foreign policy
and the only candidate who offered a nuc1ear-arms-control proposal that would reduce the fear of nuclear strike . Senator
Gore has shown leadership in the area of.
Civil Ri ghts in Congress and was one of
only two senators from the South to vote
agai nst the confirmations of William Rehnqui st as Chief Justice and Robert Bork
to the Supreme Court . Gore has spoken
out on the necessity to fund AIDS researc h . Veit reminded the crowd that this
demonstrated unusual courage on the part
of Senator Gore , since the South is not
con idered friendly to the issue of gay and
lesbian rights. Veit said that Senatore Gore
had middle-ground appeal and could reach
out to independents.
All three speakers agreed that change
was needed in America .

goi ng to be inaug urated the 4 I st Pres ident
of the United States . Dukakis will virtua ll y
~weep the populous
ortheast, hi s home
region, with the notable exceptions of
Maine , Connecticut (two of Bush's home
states) and ew Hampshire. The key , of
course, to the e lection though will be the
South . G ore' inclusion on the ticket will
by no means result in a Democ ratic
triumph in the reg ion . However, to win,
the Democrats do no t need to triumph ,
they need only to win a few states and
thereby deny George Bu h e lectoral votes
that he must win if he is to be successful
in hi quest for the pre idency . Gore would
certain ly deliver his home state ofTennessee, and probably at lea t Kentucky , orth
Caro lina and Arkansas .
The Midwest should also prove to be
friendly territory to Mr. Dukaki s. As was
demonstrated so vividly in the 1986 eleclions , every incumbent Midwestern Republican Senator who did not repudiate
the Reagan Admini stration ' positions on
farm policy was defeated . Since George
Bush i not likely to repudiate Reagan's
position on agriculture , Bu h will also be
defeated . Moreover , Bu h has demontrated his own weakness in the midwest
when he was embarrassed into a poor third
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place showing in Iowa that nearly termi nated his candidacy. Then after win ning
in
ew Ham pshire , he also lost South
Dakota and Minnesota. The Democrats ,
therefore , hould win a ~ubsta nti al majority of the region electoral votes .
The la t region to be con idered is the
West. In recent elections, Republicans
have demonstrated g reat stre ngth there,
sweepi ng the region regu larl y. That will
change markedly in 1988 . One-third of
the re gion' electoral votes lie in California, and recent polling indicate that
Dukaki has a ubstantial lead there .
Thi i especially striking s ince Cali fornia ha not g iven its electoral vote to a
Democrat ince LBJ' s landslide victory in
1964 . That victory in fact was the on ly
Democratic triumph there since Truman' s
victory in 1948 . The traditionally liberal
states or Oregon and Washington should
also end up in the Democratic column . In
reality , this split of region 's electoral votes
amounts to a huge Democratic electoral
gain. Thus, the only region in which Bush
hould outperform Dukakis is in the
South , and in 1988 that will not be ufficient. Get ready for President Dukakis .

Steven Reiss is president of the Brooklyn
Law School Democrats .
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By Martin Valk
A very safe prediction is that George Bush will be the 1988 Republican nominee
for President. A Ie s safe prediction, but a good bet nonetheless, is that the next
President of the United States will be George Herbert Walker Bush. We have seen
Bush on our televisions and in our new papers and magazines, yet few know what
the man stands for and what makes him tick . After a brief biography , some of his
stances on a few major issues will be outlined.
Although Bush was bom in Massachusetts and was reared in Connecticut. (Bush is
not from an ari tocratic family .) In World War II , Bu h enlisted in the Navy on his
eighteenth birthday. A the youngest Navy pilot of his time , he flew 58 combat
missions, was shot down in the Pacific theatre, and was awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross and other medals for bravery.
After the war, Bush moved to Texas, where he became successful in the always
ri ky and rough-and-ready oil business. In 1966, he became the first Republican
Congressman elected from his district. After a losing U.S. Senate race, he was appointed
Ambassador to the United Nations. After this, he served as Chairman of the Republican
National Committee, Chief of the US Liaison Office in Peking, and Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency. Since January 1981, he has served as Vice-President.
Throughout his business and government career, he ha been a war hero, an industry
leader, a foreign relations official , a diplomat and agency official. No other candidate
comes close in having the credentials for the office of President the way George Bush
does .
As President, George Bush will look to the future, not to the past. He is for extending
progress on arms control with a verifiable agreement to eliminate all chemical and
biological weapon . He wishes to be known as "the Pre ident who eradicated the earth
of chemical and biological warfare." Bush is also in favor of bringing economic growth
to the area of the country and the egment of the popUlation that have not participated
in the longest US peacetime expansion in more than 100 years . As a former
businessman, Bush knows first-hand the obstacles and challenges today' workers
and busines people face . He will expand upon the pro-growth , job-creating and free
enterprise pirit of the Reagan years.
In the area of women 's rights , he is a firm supporter of equal pay for equal work.
"We hould not be satisfied until women earn notju t 70% of what men do, but 100%."
George Bush strongly believes in making higher education affordable . A foundation
of this is hi cQllege savings bond proposal , which would be modeled after a regular
U.S. Savings Bond, except that the bond's interest would be tax free if applied to
college tuition . Bush also favors expansion of the income-contingent loan program ,
which adjusts payments annually to fit within the income a graduate earn after college.
He believes in strengthening debt collection procedures to ensure repayment from
those who are fully capable.
The Vice-President stresses increased accountability in elementary and secondary
education. He feels that tudents must demonstrate certain levels of achievement on
required standardized testing in order to advance . Computer literacy should be a
requirement for high chool graduation. Bu h favor competency testing and merit
pay for teachers. He favors greater cooperation between schools and private business
in education of students . He believes "we should teach our children the four R' :
reading, writing, arithmetic, and respect." In hort, Bush wants to be known as the
"education President."

George Bush believes that the country most do all it can to stop the spread of AIDS.
Continued research on the virus combined with public education and testing are the
best path to curb the spread of AIDS. Although the government will spend close to
$1 billion next year on AIDS, money alone won't solve the problem . Those at high
risk must be educated on how to avoid contracting the disease .
Because those who do not have the disease must be protected, Bush favors testing.
The government should require testing of prisoners, immigrants, and alien seeking
permanent residence. Test are already being conducted in the military and in the
foreign service. Bush will encourage the states to offer routine testing for tho e who
vi it sexually transmitted disease or drug abuse clinics. Bush would also encourage
states to require routine testing in tate and local prisons.
Any testing under a Bu h administration would be confidential . He feels that if
society must test its citizens, then it is ab olutely imperative that the record are kept
confidential. Help would be available to tho e who test positive.
Also , Bush believes in high defense budgets, strong support of the CIA, and an
assertive foreign policy. He is also not a big spender- "Government should not throw
money at problems in the hope that they may go away ."
George Bush ' s experience , added with his views, add up to a strong contender for
the White Hou e. Since he is a wwn veteran, and ha seen the horror and destruction
of war, he will work to build and preserve a lasting world peace. Because he is a
former congres man, he knows how to deal with excessive government spending,
taxes , civil rights, and environmental concerns. Because he is a former diplomat, he
has vast experience in foreign relations , including unrivaled support for Israel. This
is why George Bush should be our President, why I am supporting him, and why I
urge you to do the same.

Martin Valk serves as Executive Chairman of the Kings County Young Republican
Committee. He is also Recording Secretary of the Association of New York State Young
Republican Clubs.
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hatred "spawned by England's conquest
of Ireland in medieval times," he noted
that "the offenses which gave rise to this
proceeding are but the latest chapter in
that unending epic." Judge Sprizzo also
compared the lack of political con ~nsus
supporting the PIRA to the large nulhber
of colonists who , at the time of the American Revolution , thought armed rebellion
against the crown would be both "treasonous and abhorrent."
The Justice Department's criticism of
the decision and Judge Sprizzo was wift
and scathing. The head of the Justice Department 's Criminal Division called the
decision "outrageous, " saying, "A guy can
kill omebody, hide in another country,
and it's a political offense? Give me a
break ." The National Law Journal pubIi hed an editorial chastizi ng the Justice
Department for "demeani ng the judicial
process by expre sing such outrage and
making sarcastic remarks.
The Justice Department then sought a
declaratory judgment from another district
judge, claiming that Judge Sprizzo's decision was erroneou as a matter of law and
an abuse of di c~tion . Thi s action was
dismi ssed for failure to state a claim. The
U.S . Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the district court's dismissa l
and the Ju tice Department petitioned for
rehearing with the suggestion of rehearing
en banc o This petition was also rejected .
The matter of Mr. Doherty was then
shifted to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), where deportation proceeding were commenced . Mr. Doherty
had previously made an application requesting political asylum , but withdrew
that application and requested to designate
the country of deportation , according to
Title 8 of the United States Code , section
1253(a) . He designated the Republic of
Ireland . Despite the fact that under the
Iri sh Constitution Mr. Doherty is an Irish
citizen and that the Republic of Ireland
had agreed to accept him, the INS opposed
this designation , claiming it would be prejudicial to the interests of the United States
for Mr. Doherty to be deported anywhere
but to the United Kingdom . The claim that

NOII I HAVEN'T
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an order of deportation to a designated
country would be prejudicial to the intere ts of the United States had never before been rai ed .
The I S requested three adjournments
but offered no evidence of this as erted
prejudice other than a few newspaper articles and a copy of a speech by the secretary of state . The immigration judge finally
entered his decision and order designating
Ireland a the country of deportation. The
INS appealed thi s decision to the Board
of Immigration Appeals (BIA), offering
only an affidavit of a Justice Department
official in support. Because the INS had
failed to comply with the governing regulations, the BIA rejected' its motion . However, in deference to the INS, the BIA
reopened on its own motion and examined
the affidavit but found nothing in it to
support the request to reverse its original
decision.
This deci sion upholding the order of
deportation was then referred to the attorney general for review by the INS . Although the BIA is empowered to refer decisions to the attorney general at the request of its chair or a majority of the board ,
neither party saw the need forthis referral .

In December of 1987, Mr. Doherty filed
a motion to reopen or to reconsider with
the BIA to once again request political
asylum .
As of December 1987, a new extradition treaty between the Republic of Ireland
and Great Britain wa in effect. Because
of the delay in the execution of the order,
the deportation of Mr. Doherty to Ireland
would be a de facto extradition to Great
Britain underthe new treaty. The BIA has
not yet ruled on this motion .
Mr . Doherty has also filed a motion for
the recusal of the attorney general. After
accepting this matter for review, the attorney general must decide if the repeated
decisions against the Department of Justice were wrong and that the positions argued by the Department of Justice on his
behalf should have won . In an interview
broadcast on the CBS news program "60
Minutes," the acting deputy district director of the New York district said: "In the
extradition proceeding, the objective was
to get Doherty to the United Kingdom.
And in the deportation proceeding, our
objective is to get him to the United Kingdom . [It] is just an alternate means to accomplish that." ·

With all the public statements issued by'
the Justice Department, there is little doubt
as to how Mr. Meese would like to see
this case resolved. He has already delimited the scope of his review to the issues
of whether it would be prejudicial to the
interests of the United States for Mr. Doherty to be deported to the Republic of Ireland . He has declined to consider the
threshold issue of whether the executive
branch , in moving to reopen the proceedings to present new evidence , complied
with the regulations governing motions to
reopen or violated the basic concept of
due process .
Meanwhile , Joe Doherty sits in MCC,
about to begin his sixth year of imprisonment. He is currently collecting signatures
to petition the attorney general to take the
necessary steps to secure his prompt release on bail. On June 18, t 988, there
will be a rally by friends and supporters
in Thomas Paine Memorial Park in lower
Manhattan to mark the beginning of Mr.
Doherty's- sixth year of captivity in an
American prison. Joe Doherty is hoping
it will be his last.

Interview with Joseph Patrick Doherty
by Katherine Mullen Sidlauskas
Q: When Britain petitioned the United
States to have you extradited, the charges
on which the extradition warrant was
. based were found by two district-court
judges and the Court of Appeals to fall
under the political-offense exception . Deportation "proceedings were then commenced , and an immigration judge ordered that you be deported to the Republic
of Ireland . Why did the government appeal that order?
A: They stated that it was contrary to the
interests of the United States that I be deported to the south of Ireland. They
wanted to deport me to the north . We approached the court to state that under the
Joseph Doherty
1937 Irish constitution, I am an Irish citizen and have every right to fly into Dublin doubt that I am an Irish citizen.
rather than Belfast. The Irish consulate Q: What effect ha the new extradition
furnished us with an affidavit stating that treaty that was signed between Britain and
fact. The INS nonetheless felt I wasn ' t an Ireland had on your case?
Irish citizen but a British citizen , which A: It means that now if I am deported to
i contradictory to international law , ba ed the south of Ireland, it will be a de facto
on the Iri sh con titution. They were really extradition, and once the plane lands in
Dublin, I' ll be sent up to the northea t of
taking ides .
Q; Since the federal judge found that you Ireland. I have made a decision not to go
could not be extradited to Britain , and back there and refiled a motion for politthere was an immigration order that you ical asylum within the United State . Apbe deported , what interests were the g'*- parently the motion is somewhere between
ernment trying to protect by blocking your the INS and Ed Meese. It 's very confusdeportation?
ing . Every time I go into the court and
A: Well , they did that at the behest of the want something, they always want the reBritish government. They pushed the verse . When I was first arrested , the INS
American government. Margaret Thatcher wanted to deport me to the south, and I
tated herself in 1983 when I wa arrested applied for politicaJ a ylum . Then they
in ew York City that she wanted me came up with the provisional warrant for
back. People high up in the American jus- arrest from the British government for my
tice https://brooklynworks.brooklaw.edu/justinian/vol1988/iss2/1
sy tem , assistants to Edwin Meese , extradition . We went through all that and
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then we came back to the Immigration
Court . I said I wanted to go back to the
outh , and they looked a bit confused and
said, "No, he can't go to the south." Now
I am saying that I don't want to go to the
south, and I don't know what they will
do--whether they will try to force me to
go to the outh, or have me deported to
the north . A lot of these statements are
coming from people who are resigning. I
think there is just utter confusion within
the Justice Department. It could be a deliberate policy to keep my case on the
back of the book- that they don't want to
deal with it--{)r it could be a policy requested by the British , or it could be just
utter confusion .
Q: Has the poor economy in the south of
Ireland affected the attitude toward the
north? Is the concern that if the British
withdrew today , the republic could not
support the welfare tate of the north
valid?
A: That' a neocolonial mentality that has
been irnpo ed on u for years, the idea
that the Irish depend on the Engli h, that
the English came and built our roads , gave
us factories , education , showed us how to
farm, which of course i untrue . We were
a nation , we had our own school ystem,
our own economy, and when the British
came, they confiscated the land, turned
the Irish into a erf class , and after eight
hundred year of this. the Irish have developed a slave mentality . We won't
starve when the British are gone. We belie e through a united Ireland there will
be a rejuvenation of the national pirit. I

don't see that with our fertile agriculture
and our minerals, we can't stand on our
own economy. We just have to get up and
do it.
Q: Do you see the Provisional IRA playing
a role in a united Ireland? Will it disband ,
or will it take part in the formation of the
government?
A: The immediate goals of the IRA are:
first , the evacuation of all armed forces
and government administrations from the
north of Ireland and the reunification of
Ireland; and secondly , amnesty for all
political prisioners . The IRA is a
nationalist army out to obtain these goals .
So quite naturally, when the British pull
out, the IRA will disband . On the other
hand, Sinn Fein , the political party, will
take part in a new constitutional conference to decide about a future democratic
process-a constitution , a bill of rights ,
the eparation of church and tate. The
British propaganda is that the IRA i out
to form a Marxist republic . Thi i untrue .
Our only goal is against British control in
the north , period . What happens afterthat
will be the democratic will of the people.
Q: Lately, Gerry Adams, a representative
of Sinn Fein , and John Hume , of the
Socialist Democratic Labor Party , have
been having talks . They have been both
praised and criticized for this . How do
you feel about that?
continued on page 23
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are going to have to fight for it. This is
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probably why my generation has fought
the most relentless war, more than any
other campaign , and if it · has to go on
another twenty years, and I have to do
another twenty years in jail , and our children have to kill or be killed or be kept
in pri son when they begin to fi ght , they
are going to do it. So Bobby Sands realized
that in prison, that he had to make the
ultimate sacri fice , so maybe his generation
or this generatio n coming after him will
not have to go through all thi . That gives
me inspiration . I think that getting the
British out will be a stepping stone for the
. Irish people, and people will get together
in rebuilding the country economically ,
politically , and , more importantly , socially.
Q: You get a lot of mail , and you !lnswer
it all yourself. Why do you do that?
A: I think it is important, because it is an

important that the Iri sh Americans rally
around us.
Q: Do you think anybody in the north of
Ireland is happy with the presence of the
British Army?
A: In recent years , poll s taken in Great
Britain show that more than 50 percent of
the population want the troops o ut of the
north of Ire land . The Anglo-Saxons in the
north are getting away from Great Britain ,
and there is a lot of talk of having an
independent north of Ireland . There was
a time when Irish Protestants were at the
forefront of republicanism, and were the
backbone of Irish National Independence .
But the British like to see us di vided into
two religio us sects, and all are beginning
to see that maybe it could be better with
an independent northern Ireland . It is up
to us and the Iri sh government to show
them. We don't want to destroy thei r culture or reli gion, we want a pluralist society

On June 18, 1988 there will be a rally from 3 to 5 p.m. in Thomas Paine Memorial Part< in Lower
Manhattan to mart< the beginning of Joe Doherty's sixth year of imprisonment in an American
prison.

Doherty Interview

continued from page 22

A: I think that S inn Fein ha always given spent over 14 years with someone in prithe view that they are wi ll ing to talk to son, so I reall y want peace. But not at any
anybody. You have got to understand that price. I am wi lling to talk to anybody .
our war is about Thatcher's per istence in
If someone can put a solution to the
the north and centers around a government north of Ireland on the table, I'll be the
that is corrupt and sectarian . The IRA de- firs t one jumping to condemn the IRA and
cided to try the poli tical way. We tried to the war, but no one can do that. I'm no
get civil rights with housing committees, Rambo . I've seen too many people killed
to go abo ut tlie proces within the system, on both sides . I have fear that my fa mily
to obtain reform-b ut thi did not work , may be killed or ki ll another human being.
as everybody has seen. The pol ice and the I don't want that. It is the same with Gerry
British Army came to the civi l-rights Adams. Gerry Adams has had fo ur weeks
marches, where innocent people were hot of talk with Jo hn Hume that may not get
on the street, and people like me, my gen- anyw here, but he will do it on the off
~~'1~""'!:111._eration, came to see th at you can' t work chance that it coul d spark some progress.
fo r reforms wi th in the state, because it is Q: Bobby Sands and the rest of the hunger opportunity to tell the people of the United with separation of church and state.
so corrupt. Yo u have to bring the tate trikers went o n trike know ing that death States about my situat ion, to tell them Q: Do you have any regret about join ing
down. And we made a dec ision to go to ~as the likely o utcome. In Bobby Sands' about the situ ation in the north , to tell the IRA ?
war, and that decision was the last c hoice writing, he describes hi s deep resolve. Hi them they are o nly shown one side of the A: No, I don ' t think o . I think if I was
on the agenda . We didn 't want it , we depth of commitment is readil y apparent. story. When people write to me and ask back there and I were out of jail , I could
couldn ' t afford it , but we couldn ' t do it What is it about Ireland that inspires such me what is going on , why I did what I be doing other things but as fo r regret fo r
any other way .
did , why I' ve spent so many years in the stand I have taken, I don ' t have any.
commitment?
. Along the last 17 years, Sinn Fein and A: Well, Bobby Sands was the same age prison, J tell them I want freedom . I'm I have been in prison for 13 years, and I
the IRA have been trying to think of other as me . We were in pri son together during not a warmonger, r don ' t love war, there am only 33 years of age . That is a big
ways to obtain civil rights and the reunifi- the seventies, and he had the same back- is no romance in war , but we have war portion of my life that has been in prison .
cation of Ireland , and this is just another ground as me. As a small kid, he saw for a reason . I've had people write to me I feel my position is moral and just, otherone of them . We had the 1972 peace talks degradation . At a very early age you come who think I have horns on my head , be- wise I could not face the sixth year in this
when Gerry Adams flew over to meet with by political maturity, you are aware of cause we are depicted as terrorists, mur- prison.
the British government, which led to a di scrimination. You know from an early derers , so I try to be totally honest with Q: Has the way you would like to see a
cease fire . And in 1975 we had the same age that you are a second-class citizen . them. I feel sorry for the British soldier, legal system in a united Ireland been influthing , the IRA met with the British gov- From the time I was four or five, I was that he had to die. I feel sorry for his enced by your experience with the Amerernment to try and think of a more peaceful beaten from one end of the street to the family . I feel guilt, and we all should , ican legal system?
SOlUtion to the problem , but that failed . other, and called all sorts of names, and because we all contribute to wars going A: Since being here I have had a great
We are willing to talk to anybody . If Mar- it hurts. I think about my father, and my on all over the world in some way. The experience. It is something that I will carry
garet Thatcher wishes Gerry Adams to mother, who probably feels the same way , British government has the po~r to bring back to the movement. When I came here,
come over to 10 Downing Street , Gerry that they went through this whole life peace . I am a victim , I am one of the I came here with the experience that courts
Adams will fly over there, because we struggling, trying to provide for their chil- oppressed victims , I'm just one little per- gave totally arbitrary decisions . They were
want peace. I have fears that any day a dren, but they couldn't because they hap- son who has been trapped all of his life. special courts, and there was no justice at
priest will walk into my cell and say , pened to be Roman Catholics and hapA lot of school kids write to me , asking all. But I was really amazed that the court
"Your sister was killed in the north. " My pened to be Irish . I've always been con- me how I feel. I tell them to stick with that I came before protected my rights .
mother, my home is there. My family has scious that if I can ' t get freedom , my kids school , and the importance of an educa- Especially Judge Sprizzo, because he
...-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------,tion . I had to leave school when I was 14. came under so much pressure from the
NUMBER OF INJURIES IN NORTHERN IRELAND
r could hardly read and write . I had to go secretary of state and other people , to give
AS A RESULT OF TERRORIST ACTIVITY
through years and years in prison , and try a favorable decision to the administration
1968-1986
to develop myself. With education I could and the British government. We brought
have been a doctor or a·teacher or a politi- our facts and evidence into the court, and
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cian or a political activist. I tell them not back where I come from , you can ' t even
1968
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to follow my role of picking up a gun . It make a statement to the court as a defen711
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was the last thing I could do. I went dant.
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through every other phase of trying to preThe last time I was in a Diplock court
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serve my freedom. I couldn ' t do it any I stood up to explain why I was refusing
3,813
1972
485
532
36
other way . With a better education , maybe to recognize the jurisdiction of the court,
1,812
1973
291
525
23
I could have been a political activist or a and I was beaten up in the court. When I
1,680
1974
235
453
30
political scientist, but I was just a ghetto stood up the judge said " what's your ver2,044
151
16
1975
263
kid with a machine gun in my hands . So dict," and when I said I don't have a ver2,162
1976
303
242
22
now I am a thirty-three-year-old political dict, and he asked why and I said because
1,017
1977
183
168
15
activist in jail. And probably I am achiev- I refuse to recognize the jurisdiction of a
548
1978
302
127
8
ing more here today, just with you, than foreign court, he banged the gavel and the
557
132
21
1979
165
through five military operations . That guards held me down and beat me up in
24
530
1980
194
53
gives weight to the argument that the pen front of the whole court. So when I came
878
1981
332
112
28
is mightier than the sword. I have seen here and I saw this federal judge sOrt of
328
99
80
18
1982.
that in the courts here . That's why we are wrapping his arms around me legally to
280
142
66
22
1983
pleading with Irish-Americans . Because protect my rights , I was amazed . And that
64
22
513
1984
267
our backs are against the wall. We went gives me a great respect for this federal
468
20
13
1985
415
to the London Government, and they sent system . It is probably the greatest system
773
1986
45
10
. 622
in the troops . We went to the Dublin gov- in the world . Now I can explain to the
ernment. They voted in Draconian laws , people I write to the dangers of the admin19,290
5,8943,825
TOTAL
317
gave us lip service, and turned their backs istration ' s policy, of continually denying
RUC - Royal Ulster Constabulary (Police)
on us . I try to tell Iris -Americans that me bail , the destruction of treaty law . It
ARMY - British Army
the more they get involved with me , the is a danger, because if they can do it with
UDR - Ulster Defense Regiment (attached to Army)
more they get involved in the north , and me, they can do it with you next. I am a
that is important. If we can bring this war person who believes that law can work ,
This information is from "CrimiTUll Justice and HUman Rights in Northern
from 20 years down to 10, we can save it can work in the north of Ireland , as it
by William
Hellerstein
. Robert
McKay
and
Schlam.
'--_ Ireland"
_ _ __
__ _E.__
_ _ __
_B.
__
__
_Peter
_ _R._
_ _ _ _ _.-two or three thousand lives , so it is so works here.
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CHEMPLUS®BANKING FOR YOUNG PROFESSIONALS"
CAN HELP YOU MEET THE CHALLENGE OF L'FE IN NEW YORK.
It may not be a total jungle out there.
But the "real world" is filled with challenges for new graduates .
You may have to find a new apartment, buy furniture , and put together
a professional wardrobe.
Having the right kind of checking,
credit and other bank services can
make things a lot easier. That's
why Chemical has created ChemPlus
Banking for Young Professionals .
For starters, our unique banking
package offers you Free Checking
with no-bounce protection~
What's more, we recognize your

earning potential by giving you a minimum
credit line of $2,000 with a choice of credit
options, including major credit cards and
Privilege Checking ~M*'
And to give you more control over your
money, Chemical offers you access to
your cash at over 24,000 cash machines
nationwide ~ **

We're ready to help you master your
new environment today.

,---------,

I
I

1-800-2113-6226
I
hi. 5757

Gall weekdayslrom9AM·5PM

I

Cf}emical Bank

I J?:6"Je::~~~8~~d~~n~/~~;~~~~~ Floor
Jericho. NY 11753

Plus a simple monthly All-In-One state- I 0 Yes. please send me more mformaClon
ment that tracks your checking and
I Name'_ ___________________ I
savings transactions and summarizes
your credit information .
I Address
I
For more facts , call, 1-800-243-6226, I C ' l y - S l a l e - - - Z , p _ _ _ I
Ext. 5757, mail the coupon , or visit
__ _______________
'- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._--1
your nearest Chemical Bank branch.
~~L(

I
I

~
)

CI-EMICALBAN<
·Free CheckIng lor SIX monlhs wIth no rrofllmum balance reqUIrements Aller SIX months. fees w(JJved" $ 7.000 IS mamtamed In combmed account balances SJOO In overdralt protectIOn A $7 charge applies 101 each overdralt

0011you qualIfy
.oolncludes NYCE': MAC CIRRUS: SAM, and PULSE' networks
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JUDITH A. NORRISH

A Shayna Maidel, by playwright Barbara
Lebow , opened last October and is still
running at the Westside Arts Theatre , 407
West 43 Street, tel. (212) 541-8394. Set
in New York in 1946, it i a moving drama
about two sisters, their father, and the circumstances that have tom the family apart
(Hitler' s occupation of Poland) . An emotional powerhouse, this stirring drama affirms the resilience of the human spirit.
This production stars Melissa Gilbert, best
known as Laura in "Little Heuse on the
Prairie ." Thespians Paul Sparer and
Gordena Rashovich give memorable performances .
A Walk in the Woods , by playwright Lee
Blessing, stars Sam Waters ton and Robert
Prosky . This work places an American
diplomat and his Soviet counterpart together discussing and negotiating the fate'
of the two superpowers , vis a vis nuclear
weapons . These are two outstanding performances. Producer Lucille Lortel ha
volunteered to contribute all profits from
this production to the Lucille Lortel fund
for New Drama at Yale. which nouri shes
new talents and the growth of Ameri can
theater . The Booth Theatre, 222 West 45
Street , te l. (2 12) 239-6200.

1

Frankie and Johnny in the Claire de Lune
stars Kathy Bate and Kenneth Welsh ,
who spend the two acts in her apartment
in the West 50s. It's a humorou s and insightful commentary on urban relationships in the 1980s. Kathy Bates ' performance is truly exceptional , and Terrence
McNally 's script is right on point. Directed by Paul Benedict at the Westside
Arts Theatre , 407 West 43 Street, tel.
(212) 541 -8394. Upstairs theater.
Oil City. This delightful musical farce captures the pirit of a 1950s gymnasium
soiree complete with campy sentiment and
nerd musicians . Written, conceived, and
performed by Mike Craver, Debra Monk ,
Mary Murfitt, and Mark Hardwick. Their
talents are to be admired . Lots of fun! Be
ready for belly laughs . Running at Circle
in the Square (downtown) , 159 Bleecker
Street , tel. (212) 254-6330 .

The Good and Faithful Servant. This was
Joe Orton's penultimate work. The action
takes place in a small English factory town
and develops themes about the inhumane.ness of modern industrial life. Joe Orton's
untimely death at the hands of his lover
is echoed in the final scenes . One could
almost fell and see the entrance of his
ghost. An excellent play within an
adequate production. A must for those
who enjoyed other Orton works , such as
Loot and What the Butler Saw . With
Michael Allinson, Terry Ashe-Croft,
William Carrigan, Lezlie Dalton , Eddie
Lane , Laura Lane , and Gene R . Morra .
Directed by Will Lieberson. Actors
Playhouse, 100 Seventh Avenue South ,
tel. (212) 691-6226.

. . . . . .r"'1_ _ _ _ _~-II!I

Fences, by August Wilson , is an amazing
dramatic vehicle for an y acting troupe . It
i perhap the best script \0 production on
Broadway at thi time. The current cast
feature Bill y Dee Williams in the lead
role . Thi s story of a man ano his family
is done with compa ion , hone ty , humor,
and love . Not to be mi ed .
Sam Waterston and Robert Prosky in "A Walk in the Woods."

LIMITED RUNS THAT I HOPE WlLL
RETURN
Tapman starred Mo es Gunn , who is a
gifted stage and television actor . PlaywMass Appeal. Written and directed by Bill right Karen Jones-Meadows gives us a
C. Davis , it was produced 6n Broadway glimpse into the live and hearts of a Tenin 1981 and adapted for the screen . The nessee blues singer and his loved ones.
film starred Jack Lemmon. The story sur- Produced most recently at the Hudson
rounds an idealistic seminarian and priest Guild Theatre , 441 West 26 Street, tel.
mentor. The Irish Arts Center, 553 West (212) 760-9810 . Hats off to this commu51 Street, tel. (212) 751-3318, presented nity theater (off-Off Broadway), which
Mass AppeaL with Malachy McCourt and presented Tapman and other hits such as
Tony Carlin.
Fabulous play, good
produc- Da and On Golden Pond.
Published
by BrooklynWorks,
1988
tion .

ROSENFELD'S WAR
Now Playing at 92nd Street YMHA
by Samuel Abrahams '56
The Mosaic Theatre at the 92nd Street
Y is currently showing a moving
documentary drama, Rosenfeld ' s War,
about the failure of the American government to rescue Jews who were being annihilated by the Nazis on the even of
World War II. This dramatic pre entation
revolves around the Wagner-Rogers Bill
to permit the entry into the United States
. outside of the quota restrictions of 20,000
children from the cauldron of Nazi oppression in 1939. The staging of the Congressional hearings before the defeat of the
measure is a sharp examination of the antiSemitic attitudes then prevailing in this
country.
The drama portrays the background of
the Nazi assault on the Jews from the time
of the ascension of the Hitler to power in
1933 leading up to the Holocaust. The
views of signi ficant segments of American
and foreign leadership toward the horrors
of Nazism are fully exposed , especially
the approach to the 1936 Olympic Games
in Berlin when the directors of the event
refused to take any action to alleviate the
plight of suffering Germany Jewry such
as a protest or boycott . The Evia n Conference on refugees in France in 193 was
hockingly treated by the world's representatives as a fa rce and evasion of moral
re pon ibility to help the victi ms of brutality; the d ra m a hows the delegates pl aying tenni s, taking their diurnal stroll in
the gardens and engaging in frivolities.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt has
been held by American Jewry in the highest esteem a a model of integrity . In contrast, the drama is labeled Rosenfeld' s
War to illustrate the extent to whic h haters
of Jews opposed any help to the Jew of
Europe. Tho e anti-Semites pinned a
"Jewi sh" name on Roo evelt even though
Roosevelt virtually ignored the pleas for
assistance and action on all fronts .
Some of America 's most illu trious
luminaries of the arts , government and
public life testified in behalf of the
Wagner-Rogers Bill to admit 20,000 children from the ovens of bestiality . Helen
Hayes , Quentin Reynolds , Dorothy
Thompson , Joey Brown and numerous
others told the Joint House and Senate
Committee that the adoption of the
humanitarian resolution would again establish the United States as a beacon of
freedom for the oppressed of the world .
Unfortunately, opponents of the bill represented by assemblies of "patriotic"
societies and the American Legion were
successful in preventing the passage of the
bill by their scare tactics , distortions of
the effects of immigration on the American economy and fear of the change in
the demographic nature of the cities of
this country .
The British are roundly condemned in
this drama for their imposition of the infamous White Paper in 1939 limiting the
quotas of Jews allowed to enter Palestine
(now rsrael). The play quotes the late
Chaim Weizmann who berated the British
for violation of the terms of the League
of Nation's Mandate; Weizmann had been
an inveterate admirer and supporter of the
British through thick and thin down
through the years of his research in British
universitie .
The author of the play, Gu Weill , has
engaged in remarkable studie and h a reearched this tragic era in European and
American history with a fine tooth and
comb . It warrant viewing at thi time of
world tension in rsrael and elsewhere .
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Law Student
fUll-Tuition Seniinar Scholarships
In order to introduce law students to the continuin g legal
education programs conducted by Practising Law Institute,
full-tuiti on sc ho larsh~ ps are being offered to ind ivid ual s
enrolled as full-time law students during the Sp ring 1988
semester to the PLI programs listed in this announcement
and being held from May through August, 1988 . Each student

is limited to one scholarship. To register for a prog ram,
please complete the scholarship coupon below and return it
to PLI's Registration Department, 810 Seventh Avenue,
New York, New York 10019, (212) 765-5700. Brochures
desc ribing the programs listed below may be obtained from
PU's Registration Department.

May 2-August 26, 19S5-Programs
MAY
2-3
Use of Experts in Commercial Litigation :
Discovery and Trial Techniques
New York City
Dorallnn

5
Directors' and Officers' liability Insurance
New York City
Sl. Moritz-on-the-park

23- 24
Leveraged and Single Investor
Leasing
New York City
The Barbizon Hotel
Interest Rate and Currency Swaps
New York City
The Westbury Hotel

16-17
Hazardous Waste Litigation: Current
Problems and Practical Solutions
New York City
Dorallnn
17th Annual Institute on
Employment Law
New York City
Sl. Moritz-on-the-park

JUNE

20- 21
Libel Litigation
New York City
Dorallnn

5-{)

Protecting the Real Estate Lender:
Workout, Bankruptcy, and Financing
Strategies
New York CIT'i
PM&M Executive Education Center

6
Bad Faith Litigation and Insurer
vs. Insurer Disputes
New York City
Sl. Moritz-on-the-park
The New Delaware Takeover Statute
New York City
The New York Hilton
9- 10
Corporate Restructurings
New York City
The Westbury Hotel

.1

12- 13
Venture Capital Financing:
The Practical Aspects
New York City
Hotel Parker Meridien
OSHA
New York City
PM&M Executive Education Center
Commercial Real Estate Leases
New York City
Dorallnn
16-17
Legal and Business Aspects of
Book Publishing
New Yori< City
The Westbury Hotel
19-20
Developing an Export Trade BUSiness
New York City
PM&M Executive Education Center
Acquiring or Seiling the Privately
Held Company
New York City
The New York Helmsley Hotel
Employee Welfa,. Benefit Plans
New York City
Str Moritz-on-the-park

Securities Arbitration
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
2-3
Securities Enforcement Institute
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
29th Annual Antitrust Law Institute
New York City
Dorallnn

9- 10
Retail Financial Services:
Current Developments
. New York City
PM&M Executive Educalion Center
Responsibilities of the Corporate
Parent for Activities of a Subsidiary
New York City
Sl. Moritz-on -the-park

10
Child Abuse and Neglect: Protecting
the Child, Defending the Parent,
Representing the State
New York City
Doral lnn
13- 14
Bank Acquisitions and Takeovers
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
Current Developments in Trademark
Law and Unfair Competition
New York City
Dorallnn

15
Representing Clients in Failing
Financial Institution Investigations
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
15- 17
Representing Professional Athletes
and Teams
New York City
PM&M Executive Education Center

Scholarship Terms
and Procedures

1) Good for tuition to one Pli program
through August 31 , 1988 whose fee is
$500 or less
2) Coupon is for the use of individuals who
are full-time law students during the
Spring 1988 semester
3) Attendees must register before the date
of the program
4) Scholarship is subject to space
availability
5) To register for a program, complete
and return this registration form to:
Practlalng Law Institute, Department
W , .810 Seventh Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10019.

JULY

7-8
Introduction to Qualified Pension
and Profit-Sharing Plans
N.ew York City
PM&M Executive Education Center
7- 9 .
Acquisitions and Mergers
New York City
Hotel Inter-Continental New York
11- 12
Creative Real Estate FinanCing
New York City
Hotel Inter-Continental New York

14- 15
Legal and Practical Aspects of Doing
Business with The Soviet Union
New York City .
The New York Helmsley Hotel
Accountant's Liability
New York City
Hotel Parker Meridien
Blue Sky Laws
New York City
The New York Hilton
Art Law
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
18- 19
Business Loan Workouts
New York City
The Westbury Hotel
21- 22
Accounting for Lawyers
New York City
The Warwick

Evaluating a Persohallnjury Case
New York City
SI. Moritz-on-the-park
28- 29
Medical Malpractice in the
Emergency Room
New York City
. SI. Moritz-on-the-park

AUGUST
4-5
How to Prepare an Initial Public Offering
New York City
The New York Helmsley Hotel
11- 12
Legal Services for the Elderly
New York City
Dorallnn
The ProsecutiOn and Defense
of the Multi-Million Dollar
Personal Injury Case
New York City
The New York Hilton
August 15- 18
BaSic UCC Skills Week
New York City
Dorallnn
August 15
Basic UCC Skills:
Article 2 and Article 2A
August 16
Basic UCC Skills:
Article 3 and Article 4
August 17- 18 •
Basic UCC Skills:
Article 5 and Article 9
Spec/al Offer; Students may attend
all the Basic UCC Skills Courses

18- 19
Non-Qualified Deferred
Compensation Plans
New York City
Hotel Parker Meridien
25-26
Workshop on Legal Writing
New York City
The New York Hilton

"'::;t:;~;;;h:;:;;;P-;;;;:t;~;:'=------~~
Please enroll me in the followmg program:
Program Title

CIty

Date

(Signed) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ II
Please print:
Your Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

Mailing Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Apt. No. _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ __ _

I

Telephone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1

Law School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ Anticipated Graduation Dat8 _ _ _ _ __

I

Practising Law Institute, Department W , 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.

I

~ __________________________________ JI
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Program Trading After the Crash :
Can the Equity and Futures Markets
Be Integrated?
New York City
PM&M Executive Education Center

Computer Software: Protection
and Marketing
New York City
PM&M Executive Education Center
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Learning to Think Like a Lawyer
Excerpts from 29 Reasons Not to Go to Law School
by Ralph Warner & Tony Ihara, illustrated by Mari Stein

The first day of law school:
A middle-aged profes~or stands in front of a roomful of bright, confident, articul
students. All have worked hard and gotten top grades for years. They are in a
mood, plainly delighted by what they regard as a new challenge. In contrast,
professor seems a bit washed out and haggard . Several students wonder if he is up
the job ahead .

The 10th day:
By now, the professor has assigned and discussed a few hundred cases. They are
presented out of context and out of order. An 1840 decision from a Massachusetts
court follows one decided in Los Angeles in 1957 , which in tum comes after a 14th
century English opinion . ~hen a particular decision appears to make internal sense,
stu?ents gratefully grasp at .It a.s they might a life raft on a stormy sea. Unfortunately ,
their slender hold on secunty IS soon washed away by the next wave of cases which
manage on similar facts to arrive at sev.eral completely different conclusions. The
cases ?~, however, ha~e one thing in common-they all introduce new jargon and
un.famlhar ~oncepts which are nowhere defined. Students, mostly undergraduate social
sCience majors, desperately try to fathom the basic principles on which the new material
r~sts .by invoking the tried and . true problem-solving techniques . The professor airily
?IS~TllSSes these att ,mpts not . mer~ly .as w~ong or unworkable, but with the most damning
indictment of all : No one IS thinking like a lawyer ."
.

7

Disorder in the Court:
A Collection of ,Tra nsquips'
by Richard Lederer
Q: Mrs. Smith, do you believe that you

Most language 'is spoken language, and
most words, once they are uttered , vanish
forever into the air. But uch is not the
case with language spoken during courtroom trials, for there exists an army of
courtroom reporters whose job it is to take
down and preserve every statement made
during the proceedings.
Mary Louise Gilman, the venerable
editor of the National Shorthand Reporter
has collected many of the more hilarious
courtroom bloopers in two ' books Humor in the Court (1977) and More
Humor in the Court, published a few
months ago . From Mrs . Gilman's two volurnes, here are some of my favorite transquips , all recorded by America's keepers
of the word:

are emotionally unstable?
A: I should be.
Q: How many times have you committed
suicide ?
A: Four times .

Q:

Doctor, how many autopsies have you
performed on dead people?
A: All my autopsies have been performed
on dead people.

Q: Were you acquainted with the decedent?
A: Yes , sir.
. Q: Before or after he died?

Q: Officer, what led you to believe the
defendant was under the influence?
A: Because he was argumentary and he
couldn't pronunciate his words.

Q: What is your brother-i n-Iaw's name?
A: Borofkin .

Q: What's his first name?
A: I can't remember.

. Q: What happened then?

Q: He's been your brother-in-law for A: He told me , he says, "I have to kill

years, and you can ' t remember his first
name?
A: No. I tell you I'm too excited. (Rising
from the witness chair and pointing to Mr.
Confusion and .disorientation are rampant , and most students conclude that the only
Borofkin.) Nathan , for God's sake, tell
way to. get thro~g~ the material is to dig harder and faster. Others become depressed
them your first name!
and think of qUItting . A few do , breathing great sighs of relief. The majority , who
have elected to stay, take two uppers and pretend not to notice .
Q: Did you ever stay all night with this
man in New York?
The 20th day:
A: I refuse to answer that question.
Q: Did you ever stay all night with this
Th~ profess.or ~as become more demanding. Students who persist in trying to see
man in Chicago?
legal informatIOn In the context of a larger world view are routinely humiliated. Those
A: I refuse to answer that question .
who .Iook no further than what Justice Marshall said in Marbury v. Madison and refer
Q: Did you ever stay all night with this
~o~fJdent.ly to the . rule i.n Shelley 's case are praised . As a result, fewer students persist
man in Miami?
In involVing conSiderations of good, bad, right or wrong , more resolve to " think like
A : No .
lawyers ."

Interim result:

you because you can identify me ."
Q: Did he kill you?
A: No .
Q: Mrs. Jones, is your appearance this
morning pursuant to a deposition notice
which I sent to you attorney?
A: No . This is how I dress when I go to
work .
THE COURT: Now, as we begin , I must
ask you to banish all present information
and prejudice from your minds, if you
have any.

Q: You say you had three men punching
at you, kicking you, raping you, and you
Q: Now, Mrs. Johnson, how was your didn't scream?
Interim result:
first marriage terminated?
A: No ma'am .
A. By death.
Q: Does that mean you consented?
Long gone are the days when the students seemed bright and brash . Indeed, several
Q: And by whose death was itterminated? A: No, ma'am. That means [ was unconhave contracted mononucle9sis and a few have begun to stutter. Several more students
scious.
drop out but are viewed as failures by the ones who remain .
Q: Doctor, did you say he was shot in the
woods?
Q: Did he pick the dog up by the ears?
The 30th day:
A: No, I said he was sha"t in the lumbar A: No .
region .
Q: What was he doing with the dog 's ears?
The profe~sor is ~uite relaxed now , .almost friendly . Any hope students may have
A: Picking them up in the air.
held ?f relating. the.lr law school ~xpenence to the larger picture has given way to a
Q: Where was the dog at this time?
feven~ h det~nnlnatlOn to master .the technicalities of their new field . They now pride Q: What is your name?
A: Attached to the ears.
thems~lves In the use of legal lingo, complete in trying to remember the names of A: Ernestine McDowell.
esote~lc cases mentioned in casebook footnotes and answer hypothetical questions by Q: And what is your marital status?
Q: When he went , had you gone and had
re~emng onl.y t~.well-.established I~gal precedent. Even when they get "res ipsa loquitur" A: Fair.
"
she, if she wanted to and were able, for
mixed up With prox imate cause, the professor benignly encourages them. Now that
the time being excluding all the restraints
they are all members of the same club , he seems to feel that it matters little if it takes Q: Are you married?
on her not to go, gone also, would he have
A: No, I'm divorced .
some longer to learn to knot their ties than others.
Q: And what did your husband do before brought you, meaning you and she with
him to the station?
you divorced him?
Final result:
MR . BROOKS: Objection . That question
A: A lot of things I didn't know about.
should be taken out and shot.
. The tudents have co~e full ~ircle . Their sense of confusion and helplessness has
glv~n way t~ a .s waggenng feehng of power and exhilaration . They are back on top Q: And who is thi s person you are speakBefore we recess , let's listen to one last
again, but thiS time they are thinking like lawyers .
ing of?
exchange involving a child:
A: My ex-widow said it.
Q: And lastly , Gary , alI your responses
Q: How did you happen to go to Dr. Cher- must be oral. O .K. ? What school do you
go to?
ney?
A: Well, a gal down the road had had A: Oral.
At a cocktail party during my second year J overheard the
several of her children by Dr. Cherney , Q: How old are you?
A: Oral.
followillg conversation between two young women:
and .said he was really good .
"What form of birth cOlllrol do you use?"
"Oh , J don't use any-my husband is a Law student."
Q: Do you know how far pregnant you
are right now?
Jeanne S. Stott
A: I will be three months November 8th .
University of San Francisco School of Law
Q: Apparently then, the date of conception The above article is taken from the New
Currently: Small Claims Advisor
was August 8th?
Hampshire Business Review under the catA: Yes .
egory of Lawyers. This was one of Richard
Sexual Frequency If Married or Living with Someone:
Q: What were you and your hu band doing Lederer's columns on Looking at Language. Original date unknown .
at that time?
Before Law School
During Law School
3 times per day
once a week
once aday
once a month
four ti mes a week
New Year's Eve
once a week
don ' t hold your breath

Intimate Pleasures -

The Fall-Off Rate

=

Sexual Frequency If Single:
Before Law SchooL
onceaday
4time aweek(orless)

=
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During Law School
once a semester
try masturbation

° If married to or livi ng with another student , frequency rates should be halved .
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CONGRATULATIONS
To The Class of 1988
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